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INTRODUCTION 
A· Scope and Methods of this Thesis 
The following thesis is a detailed description of the 
technical aspects of the various types of Ottoman Turkish 
urban music. Because of the lack of information and scarcity 
of music, it is neither a study of individual composers nor 
a study of changing sty~es. This thesis justifiably ignores 
the entire area of rural music i n order to avoid dealing with 
two completely different musical systems. 
For a num-ber of reasons it was felt that an investiga-
tion of Ottom&l Turkish urban music was necessary: first, 
because of the profoWld effect this music had on t he music 
of the Balkans and on the music of the Greek Orthodox church; 
second, because of the position it has held as one of the 
three principal styles of the Hear aast; third, because of 
the absence, in eny "Western" language, of a comprehensive 
treatise on this subject; ru1d fourth, because of the intrin-
sic value of this century-old art. 
The articles and books that proved to be most valuable 
i n this task were - Victor Belaiev•s "Turkish Music" (see 
bibl.) which dealt with t he scale of the Turks; E.J.w. Gibb's , . 
A History of Ottoman Poetry (see bibl.~ a book that treated 
in detail the Turkish verse forms and metres; Raouf Yekta 
Bey's "La Musique Turque" (see bi bl. ), which contained a 
2 
wealth of information in regard to the Turkish scale, modes, 
rhythms, ana instruments, E. Barrel's "La Ivlusique Turque" 
in Revue de Musicologie (see bibl.~ an article that described 
the mode and the musical forms; R.P. ~.rh ibault's "Le Concert 
Classique Orientale" (see bibl. )_,which ex-plained the structure 
of the musical forms; Helmut Ritter's ''Der Reigen der 
tanzenden Derwische" (see bibl. )J an article that outlined the 
ceremony of t he "Whirling Dervishe su; s.N. 1'rgW1 1 s Ttirk 
_M_u~s-ik __ i_si_,which surveyed centur~~ise the field of religious 
poetry; Dr. Supbi's Turk Musikisi,a book that thoroughly 
analyzed the numerous Turkish rhythms; and finally ~ec"llmtg 
farkl Gufteleri,which listed song texts together with their 
mode and rhythm., 
The method of approach followed in this thesis is a 
conventional one. There is a systematic tre atment of scale, 
notation, melody, rhythm, form, poetry, and instruments. Tnere 
is no attempt made to compare Turkish music with 11Western" 
music in terms of which is "better" or "more highly evolved" 
since the very act of defining these latter two terms would 
be a formidable task in itself. 
B. Turkish ~ronunciation, Accentuation, and Spelling. 
Because of the fact that several ~urkish terms will 
be used in the course of this thesis, it is necessary to dis-
cuss the problems of Turkish pronunciation, accentuation, and 
spelling. The information olfi pronunciation and accentuation 
is all directly taken from pages 1, 2, and 3 of The New Turkish 
by A.c. Mowle, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1953, 
fifth impression. 
The modern Ottoman Turkish alphabet with the pronuncia-
tion of the individual letters is as follows: 
Letters Pronunciation 
A a as a in "fat" (short) or "far" (long) 
..., 
B b b 
c c j 
~ ~ oh 
D d d 
E e as e in "met" (short) or as e in "fete" (long) 
"' 
..., ..., ...., 
F f f 
v 
" gin "good" G g as 
... 
"' G g as gh in "through"; with e, i, o, u, it is 
..., 
pronounced like y 
H h h 
± i as i in "bit"( short) or as ee in "feet" (long) 1 
I ~ as in "sir" or "dirt" 
J j zh; as French j in "jour" 
A long i is occasionally represented by "' 1. 1 • 
Letters 
.K k 
L 1 
M m 
N n 
0 0 
0 0 
p :p 
R r 
s a 
u ii 
v v 
y y 
z z 
Pronunciation 
k 
1 
m 
usually n; often ng 
as o in "not" (short ) or ''no" (long) 
...... 0 ~ ..... 
as German ~; as French eu in "deux" 
p 
r 
s 
sh 
t 
as u in "bull" (short) 2 or "rule" (long) 
v 
y 
z 
4 
There are no silent letters in Turkish words. "H's" 
.., 
and "Y's" are always pronounced, and any two vowels occurr-
ing together in a. word are clearly and separately enun-
ciated. 
There is no marked accentuation in the Turkish lan-
guage. All the syllables of a word receive, generally 
speaking, equal stresses. In certain words in which soft 
vowels (e, i, o, u) :predominate, but which also contain the 
2. A short u is represented by u. 
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vowel a, the "a" itself is pronounced lightly, and is then 
.., Jt. 
represented by a. 
Turkish spelling has not yet been standardized. ]1or 
this reason, the sources for the spelling used in this thesis 
are given here. 
1. The spelling of the names of the different types of 
Ottoman Turkish music, the names of the notes and MAKAMAT in 
classical music --- Ergus, Sadeddin Nuzhet, TURK MllSiKisi, 
ISTANBUL: RIZAKOSKUN MATBAASI, 1942, 1943. Vol 1 and 2. 
2. The spelling of the names of the USULLAR in classi-
cal music Suphi, Dr., TURK MUSiKISI, iSTANBUL KONSERVATUVARI 
N:E~RiYA-TINDAN, ISTANBUL: HERHAKKI MAHFUZDUR, Vol 2. 
3. The spelling of the names of the forms in classical 
music --- SE~ILir ~ARKI GUFTELERl: TURK MUsiKtsi DERGISI 
NE~RIYATINDAN No. 1, ISTANBUL, 1948. 
4. The spelling of all other words Hony, H.C., 
A Turkish-English Dictionary. Oxford; at the Clarendon Press, 
1947, first edition. 
Words whose spelling has been taken from one of these 
four sources will hereafter be rulderlinea. Turkish words 
which are not underlined will in all oases be French or 
English spellings. 
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c. Who are the Ottoman Turks? 
1. Who are the Turks? 
For most people the word "Turk" is synonymous with 
..., 
a native of the present Republic of Turkey. In a narrow 
sense this usage of the term is correct, but in a broad 
sense it is not. In the broad sense this word can be 
applied to such culturally diverse groups as the Yakuts of 
eastern Siberia, the Bashkir, the Chuvash, and the Kazan 
Tatars of the upper Volga, the Xaza.ks, the Turkmenians, the 
Kirghiz and the Uzbeks of central Asia, the Azerbaidja.nians 
of the Transcaucasus and the Ottomans of present·day Turkey, 
not to mention many other groups scattered over the Asiatic 
and European continents. The only thing which unites all 
these different people is linguistic affiliation and nothing 
else. Their languages are classified by modern·day philolo-
gists as "Turkio",whioh is one of the three branches of the 
..., 
Altaic family of languages. 
2. The Turkish Settlement of Anatolia up to the 
Foundation of the Ottoman State in 1299 A.D. 
The first important large·soale Turkish invasion of 
Anatolia was accomplished by the IWL£UK Turks in the last 
quarter of the 11th century A. D. These Turks were one of 
the tribes3 making up the confederation of 24 Turkish tribes 
whose members lived in Central Asia and were known as OGUZ 
-· 
3. By tribe is meant a separate ethnic group. 
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The SELgUK empire did not last too long. It disintegrated 
into a number of petty principalities soon after its crush-
ing defeat at the hands of the Mongols in the middle of the 
13th century. During the empire's life, however, other 
Turkish tribes had come to .A.natolia and the native Helltn-
ized population had begun to become Turkicized. 
Among the Turkish tribes that had come to Anatolia, 
one was known as the Kayi. This tribe, a member of the 
previously mentioned confederation, had. come here from Cen•ral 
Asia in the first half of the 13th century. Numbering a few 
J 
thousand at the most, they finally settled around Sogut in 
.- ~ 
northwestern Anatolia,serving as frontier guards against 
Byzantium for the SELXUK Turks. In the year 1299 Os.man, the 
leader of this tribe, declared his independence of the dis-
integrating SEL1UK empire and founded an independent state, 
his followers calling themselves OSMJJ~LI Turk~ from which 
expression comes the term Ottoman Turks. 
3. The Ottoman Empire (1299 - 1922). 
In the succeeding years the various rulers of the 
Ottoman Turks, beginning with Osman, embarked on a policy of 
conquest. By the year 1578, during the reign of ~urad II, 
the empire territorially reached its zenith. It encompassed 
most of the Balkans, with the exception of a small portion 
of Hungary, the Crimea, Georgia, several Persian provinces, 
Asia Minor, Iraq, Syria, a great part of Arabia, Egypt, and 
8 
North Africa. 
Need.less to say, after the conquest of .Asia Minor, 
large portions of its native Hellenized population, under 
pressure from the Ottoman government, adopted the Moslem 
religion. In time they also accepted Ottoman Turkish as 
their means of speech. 
During the life of the empire immigration of Turkish 
peoples into Anatolia continued, now faste~ now slower. 
When Russia extended her power over lands settled by Turks, 
the rate increased greatly. 
4. The Ottoman Turks . 
As was previously mentioned, the term Ottoman Turk was 
used by the members of the Kayi tribe to refer to the fact 
that they were followers of Osman. However, in time this 
term was expanded so as to include any member of any Turkish 
tribe that had come to Anatolia as well as any Turkioized 
native inhabitant. tl This latter meaning of the word Ottoman 
,, 
Turk is the one that will be used in the present thesis. It 
must be remembered, however, that the word "Turku as used ) in 
.... 
the constitution ~ the modern republic of TurkeY, includes 
all. minority groups living in the country such as the Kurds, 
an Iranian-speaking group who inhabit the southeastern part 
of the land and number over a million, the Greeks, the 
·Armenians, the Jews, the Arabs, and several others. In this 
thesis no mention will be made of the music of these minority 
groups. 
D. The Types of Ottoman Turkish Music. 
There are seven types of Ottoman Turkish music. They 
are - 1) the music of the bourgeois and the intelligenfsia, 
of the cities (formerly the music of the Ottoman court), 2) 
the music of the Dervij monasteries of the cities (tekke 
musikisi), 3) the music of the coffee houses of the cities, 
4) the music of the mosque (cami musikisi), 5) the music 
of the Dervi~ monasteries of the villages and small towms 
( tekke musikisi), 6) the popular music of the villages and 
small town, and 7) the secret religious music of the Turkish 
tribes. Types one and two, which are commonly known as 
"classical ''music" (kl~sik turk musikisi), belong together 
with types three and four in one cate gory. Types five, six, 
and seven, which are referred to as "popular music 11 (balk 
musikisi) in the literature, be long together in a second 
cate gory. The first four types employ a s ys tem of music 
that is also used by the Arabs and Fe rsians. This system 
was borrowed by the urban Turks of Asia minor from the two 
above-mentioned people back in the 12th century. The last 
three types, on the other hand, are descended from the music 
which was brought into Anatolia by the various Turkish tribes. 
The proper area of this thesis is category number one. 
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However, because of the lack of information regarding the 
music of the mosque, only types one, two, and three will be 
treated here~ 
4. About all that can be said about the music of the mosque 
is that it is sung i n Ottoman Turkish, it is modal, and it 
is unmeasured. 
CHAPTER I 
~he Classical Music of the Ottoman Turks 
A. The Composite Scale of Ottoman Turkish Classical Music. 
A musical scale is a series of tones arranged according 
to pitch either in an ascending or in a descending fashioh, 
as, for example: 
1) 
9e e if=o 0 ,, 
If two or more such scales are combined, one then obtains 
what is known as a composite scale. Here is the composite 
scale obtained from the combination of t he two scales cited 
above: 
-
r I 
( v~ ,..., 
( y I 
One must realize that the idea of the musical scale arose 
from t he study of melody whereas t he idea of the compo s ite 
scale arose from t he study of musica l scales . The composite 
scale is s i mply a way of r epre senting in as fe w tone s a s 
p o s sible a n u mbe r of mus i cal s c a le s . 
The Turkish composite scale extends from 0 1 toG''' 
12 
and contains within it all the musical scales used _by the 
Turks. 1.. Theorists indicate the exact intervallic construe-
tion of this composite scale by means of frequency ratios 
2· in which D1 is taken as the point of reference, i.e. the 
denominator of the fraction 
As interesting as these ratios are, they do not convey very 
much to the person who is interested in knowing the relation-
ship which exists between this scale and the twelve-tone 
equal-tempered scale of the West. 
Fortunately, there exists a system for measuring inter-
vals which gives a Westemner an exact idea of the relation-
ship that exists betwee11 any exotic scale and the chromatic 
scale of equal temperament. This system makes use of a very 
3 
small interval called the cent to measure the size of 
other intervals. Within the octave there are, by definition, 
1200 of these cents. Since there are 12 equal semitones4 
in the equal-tempered scale, it follows that there are 100 
cents in an equal-tempered semitone. 
1. Raouf Yekta Bey ana Dr. Suphi; see Bela.iev, v. "Turkish 
Music." The Musical Quarterly, vol.21 no. 3 (July. 1935} 
and Bey, R.Y. 11La Musique Turque''• Enaxclopedie de la. 
Musigue at Dictionnaire du Conservatoire, 1922, Eart 1 vol.5. 
2. This is the lowest sound that one can get from the mansur 
nay (the vertical flute) when all the holes of the instrument 
are open. 
3. 
4. 
Its frequency ratio is 1200 
---v2 
-o::-1 __ _ 
The frequency ratio of an equal-tempered semitone is 12 
-v2 
-r 
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In the following table, the intervals found in the 
chromatic scale are listed together with the number of 
cents contained within each of them. 
FROM INTERVAL N.A.ME NUMBER OF C.llliTS CON~ 
TAINED IN THE INTERVAL 
c 
- c Perfect unison 0 Cents 
c .. c, Augmented unison 100 ft 
c .. Db Minor second 100 II ,.., 
0 .. D Major second 200 lf ~ 
c .. Dtt Augmented second 300 ~ 
0 - Eb Minor third 300 If 
c 
- E Major third 400 ,, ..., 
c .. Fb Diminished fourth 400 " ..., 
c - Eff Augmented third 500 !.! 
c .. F Perf ect fourth 500 " 
c =~ Augmented fourth 600 " c Diminished fifth 600 " c .. G Per f ect fifth 700 !.! 
c -Gjf Augmented fifth 800 tr 
c - Ab Minor sixth 800 " c .. A Major sixth 900 
" c 
-AI Augmented sixth 1000 II ,.... 
0 .. Bb Minor seventh 1000 II 
c .. B Major seventh ~100 II 
c 
- Cb Diminished Octave 1100 11 
c - c Perfect Octave 1200 n 
log M .. log N 
By means of the formula i = 1200 log 2 (where 
M is the numerator and N the denominator of the frequency 
ratio and where i is the number of cents contained with 
the interval), the number of cents contained with any inter-
val can be determined. For example, applying the formula to 
27 
the interval whose frequency ratio is 22 one woUld find 
that there are 355 cents contained within this interval. 
What this means is that the interval con tains 55 cents more 
14 
tnt r - ~ 1n 
t e 'J:urk1sh compu it eo 1 will no • be tt; iVEUl• 
de · e . o th!e eale et- · ·ill ·btl :found ~h x et. fr · -
q• _nQ1 r tio of th... int.erv 1 wh10b t . es 
· 1 th »'· f o uourae the s . relat1o.usll1p p \l.y : i th.in t . e 
higher oct _ ·e }. B- lo-w tb treq· . no . :r ·tio t -her 11 b 
... ouna t · 
tio.a. tb &: .a rG · \<· sim_tJl . pproximat r tlo · 111 b tve·n lf 
thit-') i .J a emed adv1sabl tog ther ··~it . it c nt equiv le.ut. 
I . . 
.n. t1 :nicb h ve · a ·ctor . oth r h . n 2 ,. a. or 5 111 b.e 
brs.cft tea. 
1 
0 
X ot 
r tio 
0 nt 
.Pl'OS1 .. -
t r tio 
cent& 
5. r.thl 1 ' 
supn1. ;.&;\lr 
l 
0 
.( . 
· .. ; 
2. 3 
bjt *..a. 
j;5-6 
' 1 ' 24!% ''iOitr • " . 
0 114 
l 5 f211 ~6 .1~! D' r 
tf1 (89) 112 
-:u _ io. .::~~.....:;;.;;;;:.;~.:.=.o...o;r.o;~..-...,;;;,;:;• 
-4 s 
bo 
9 
-
180 .204 
10 
-9 
l. £ 
32 19683 
"f'f 16384 
294 318 
6 
5 
316 
l~ 1.2.. 13 
f:J:ft 
b-e-
4 1024 729 
3 729 512 
498 588 612 
45 64 
32 45' 
590 610 
8192 81 
TOn" ~ 
384 408 
5 
4 
386 
•+ Is-
j,~..Q ~ 
262144 3 
177147 2 
678 702 
40 
!7 
680 
10 
J:,kQ.. 
-bl7.:e:. 
• 
2097152 
1594323 
474 
320 (21~ 
243 (16 
476 (471) 
IG 
b..Q. 
128 
m:-
792 
15 
6. Abb'' is not found in the composite eca1e of Raouf Yekta 
and Dr. -Suphi a s ~;van by V. Be1aiev in hi s ar. tic1e 
Turkish Music. Ff# '' (exact ratio 177147 /522 cents/, 
. . 131072 
approximate ratio 27 
, ,.u 20 /520 cents/) occurs in its . place. 
This tone (F-H ) Immediately follows G' 1 • Raouf Yekta, in 
his article "La Musique Turque" does not have this tone (F#I") in his composite scale. ~ He has Abb'' instead. 
16 a.. 
17 IJ 19 .:2.0 .2/ 
-1fe- h-d- ~_a_ bb..Q_ ¥-
&&· b- 'f; b~· ,. 
6561 32768 27 8388608 16 
4096 19683 I6 4782969 9 
816 822 906 972 996 
8 5 1280 (7~ 
5 3 729 (4 
814 884 974 (969) 
2.~ Z3 '2.4 ~ 
b..Q... !#.Q: hb-e ~ 
0 
4096 1048576 2 
'21'S'r 5gl44l 
1086 1110 1176 1200 
15 mt 160 (63~ 8 0 81 (32 
1088 (1111) 1178 (1173) 
The above scale is in ree.lity nothing but a series 
4 
of perfect fourths (3 J 498 cents J ) E# AI Df G# C# F# 
B E A D G C F Bb Eb Ab Db Gb Cb Bbb Ebb Abb Dbb that has 
been transposed down into the range of an octave (D 1 toD''or 
Dl I to Dl I I) • 
16 Jr 
7 
Borrel mentions the fact that there are two other 
tones beside s these twenty four. The first rnakes an interval 
that contains 1144 cents. He also states that the first tone 
is, in practice, often replaced by Cb and the second by 0#· 
Because of this last fact these two tones will hereafter be 
ignored in this paper. 
If the twenty four tones of the composite scale are 
grouped in the following way, an interesting observation 
can be made. 
Cents 
(474) (498) (588) (612) (6118) (702) (792) (816) 
I ~ ~! ~~~ :!" I ... #> I bt& ,.. I ~2)906); 2) (996) (1086) (1110) (1176) (1200) 
The twenty-four intervals found in this scale, figuring 
from D (the minor 2nd, augmented unison, diminished 3rd, 
major 2nd,--- diminished 9th, perfect octave), really 
7. BarreL ,E.}'La Musique Turque",_ La Musigue des origines 
a nos joura , l?aris: Librairie La~ousse, c.R. 1946. 
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represent only twelve intervals with two shades8 for each 
interval. There are two shades of the "minor second" (D- ~b, 
-D - D/f), two of the "major second" (D - Fb, D - E), two of 
~ .., 
the "minor third" (D- F, D - Eif), etc. Poss ibly because 
~ ~ 
of this, the Turks do not usa any two tones that are grouped 
together in the above illustration in the same musical scale. 
A study of the names of the tones found in the composite 
scale throws an interesting light on the structure of this 
scale. As one can see from the list of names below, ~ 
oireled tones a?e either preeeded and followed, or just 
~· .t\ YEGAH 
Eb 1 NiM9 PESTlOHISAR 
.J @ P.EST HiSAR 
~Fb 1 DIQUEll J?EST HISAR 
Eb" Ni.M HISAR d~ V::!J. .. HI S.AR 
~ . .. 
Fb" DIQUE HISAR 
8. The term "shade" is used here in the same sense as it is 
used in refersnce to color. Just as there are shades of 
brown, green, red, eta., there are also shades of the "minor 
second", "major third", "perf ect fifth", etc. It wilL .. be no .. 
ticed that only 24 cents .. (a pythagoreau comma) separated any 
two paired notes. 
9. The spelling of this word is taken from Hony (see bibl..). 
10. The spelling of this word is taken from Hony . It means 
low or bass. 
11. This is a French spelling. 
-.IIi I •• il 
' 
••• !· 
00 I RUSEYN£ AS~RAN 
" ® 1 ACEM ASIEAN 
~ Etf DI QUE ACEM AS.fRAN 
~I IIWC 
®I 9U~_~ACBTj1l2 
~ 
Abb 1 DI QUE GU~VACHTE 
RAST 
-
' . ~b1 NIM iiEGULE 
® I .ZIRGiiLE 
~Bbb DIQUE ZIRGU~ 
.. " DUGAH 
®I KURDI 
~ Af I DIQUE KliRDI 
fool I SEG~l3 
A • 
I PUSELIK 
" l Dbb " DIQUE PUSEL K 
12. This is a French spelling. 
•• 1\ ffi." HUSEYNI 
®:~ ~ DIQUE 
~"me 
{i1)tt~ 
18 
ACEM 
-
~ Abb DIQUE ~lilJR 
,. 
GERDANIYE 
~ . 
~~~:~~HNAZ 
~3 
Bbb DIQUE SEBNAj;j 
:5 
13. U~yAK, according to Borrel, is the name of the tone which 
makes6., ~ f an interval with D' that contains 866 cents. 
14. The spelling of this word is taken :from Hony (see b;bl.). 
It means high-pitched. 
A ~ [Q) " C.ARG.A.H 
J 
. 
19 
r::l ,. " J..Qj "I TIZ gARG.A.H 
• • • Db" NIM HICAZ Db'" NIM TIZ HICAi 
cf" I Til HICAZ =--....;:~= 
. Ebb" Bbb'" DIQUE TIZ HICAZ __ .......,......,iioiioiiiio 
\.I.e. c:.it"elt~ -\:of\tS ~'I"( e,i-tke,.,. ri'"ec~J.~ ~ .f.,t\,.wLJ..~ Of" j ..... st 
followed. by uncircled tones that have names which are 
composed of the word "NIM" or "DIQ,UE" plus the name of the 
..., .., 
circled tone immediately preceding or following. These un-
circled tones are considered as alterations of the circled 
tones. The boxea~in tones, on the other hand. do not have 
any tones that are considered as alterations of them. One 
can thus see that the composite scale is made up of seven 
unalterable tones (D E Gb G A Cb cl7) and seven alterable 
ones (D# F FiG# Bb B C#). 
The problem of the origin of this twenty-four tone 
scale is an interesting one. The opinion held by Victor 
Belaie~8 (and probably also by Dr. Suphi19 as one is led 
" 16. ~. according to Barrel, is the name of the tone which 
makes an interval with D1 that contains 1144 cents. 
16. The names of the tones given here are the names which are 
used by Raouf Yekta in his article "La Musiq:ue Turque" (see 
bibl.). 
17. It is interesting to note that Eaouf Yekta Bey calls D' 
E' Gb' G1 A1 Cb 111 D" the "fundamental" scale of 6riental 
music. ...., 
18. Belaiev, v. 11 Turkish Music," The Musical Quarterly, vo1.21J 
no. 3 (July, 1935). 
19. See "Turkish Music," by v. Belaiev. 
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to believe by the type of notation which he uses) that the 
earliest form of the composite scale was as follows: 
ijb ~ ~ 9 : -e : . e 0 
Frequency 1 9 32 4: 3 27 16 2 
Ratio tr 2'f '! 2 !6 9 
Cents: 0 204 294 &98 702 906 996 1200 
and that with the passage of time more and more tones were 
added until the present scale was obtained. Belaiev cites 
the following scale as the scale that was used at the be-
girilling of the 18th century according to Prince Demetrius 
of Cantemir, a Moldavian hospodar and author of a "Guide 
to the Study of Turkish Music"• 
e be- ~(! b 0 ~ q~ I:Q it(.z. ? I~(Z. J:o #ft. ~~ - bo JJ.. n -
" 
"' 
-, . 
This explanation of the origin of the modern composite 
scale does not seem probable because it implies that the 
history of this scale is unrelated to the history of the 
Arabiv composite scale and to the history of the l?ersian 
composite scala. More in keeping with t he facts set forth 
in the introduction to this thesis in regard to the origin 
21 
of Turkish classical music is the hypothesis which states 
that t he modern scale is descended from the scale of Safi 
Al-Din 'Abd Al•Mu' min (d. 1294 Lfive years before the 
foundation of the Ottoman stat!J), a Turkish musician and 
theorist in the service of the last caliph of Baghdad. 
His scale 20 consists of the following tones: 
Cents 
4 
0 
0 
0 
be-
: : : : z 
90 180 204 294 384 
bo 
208 474 
~c;: 
688 678 702 792 882 906 972 996 1086 
bb<T tf.a 
b~o ~ : ~ 
l:t'!§. 1200 
498 
If the tones of this scale are arranged as a series of per-
feet fourths one obtains: F# B E A D G C F Bb ~b Ab Db Gb 
Ob Fb Bbb Ebb Abb Dbb. Comparing this series with the series 
which is obtained from the modern composite scale, it can 
20. The whole scale has been transposed up a perfect fourth. 
be seen that only the tones E# A# D1 G# C# are missing 
from the above scale. 
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B. The Notation of Ottoman Turkish Class ical Music 
The preservati on of classical music has de pended ~or 
the most par t on the memory of the players. However, there 
were several systems o~ notation invented in the past, none 
of ·nbich ever came into general usage. The earliest extant 
/ 
Turkish classical music is ~ound in t he u11EY..A.OID-UL-ELHAN" 
by Abd-ul-Kadir (15th century). The music found here is 
.written in a notation which employs the letters of the old 
Ottoman Turkish alphabet. This same system was later used 
by Prince Demetrius of Oantemis (the Moldavian hospodar) 
in the 17th century to preserve 315 PESREVLER 21,22 and 
40 ILER. 23 In the sixteen hundreds one also finds that 
the Greeks transcribed Turkish classical melodies with the 
aid of their Byzantine notation. In the 18th century an 
Armenian named Hamparsoun made use of a notational system 
which employed the letters of the Armenian alphabet. Nayi 
Osman Dade (d. 1772) transcribed the musical co mpositi ons 
of his time by means of a notation which borrowed letters 
fro m the Turkish alphabet. In 1795 Abd-ul-Baki Dade invented 
a system used by Abd-u1-Kaair and the sys tem used by Nayi 
osman Dade. 
21. Spelling from Santuri Ethem Bey (see bi bl.). 
22. A PE~BEV is a type of instrun~ntal piece; 
this chap er for a descripti on of it • 
. 
see ~art E of 
23. The word "SEMAI" in itself does not indicate whether the 
composition is -instrumental or vocal. 
• 
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In the present day, several systems of notation are 
in use~. They are all modified forms of the western system. 
'.rhey employ the five -line staff; the G clef c$ ) (only this 
clef is used); the stemmed or unstemmed, blackened or un-
blackened, dotted or undotted, round note, and the time 
signature. These systems are all i dentical in principle with 
that of the West. The y }lse, however, special signs of alter-
ation to h~ lp in the representation of all the tones in the 
octave. 
In ::Jr. Suphi's system24 the first, fifth, sixth, eleventh, 
fifteenth, nineteenth, and twenty-first tones of the com-
posi te scale are represented by the follovving notes: 
¥L-o 0 e 0 Q 8 
Cents: 0 204 294 498 702 906 996 
The remaining tones are re presented with the help of accidentals. 
The sign=f placed before a note indicates that the tone is to 
531~1 
be ra.isea a Pythagorean comma £ .:f"J4f.2r.f (24 cents) "J; the 
sign# placed before a note inCiicates that it is to be raised 
a limma L ;:_~ - (90 cents )_7; the sign$ placed before a note 
24. See Belaiev, V ., "Turkish Music," The .Musiaal Quarterly, 
vol. 21 no. 3 (July, 1935). 
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indicates that it is to be raised an apotome ~ 2187 (114 
'2'048 
cnets )J ; while the sign 4f placed 'before a note indicates 
that it is to be raised a Pythagorean minor tone ~ 65536 
!9049 (180 cents)_?. The only sign of flatting used is J1 which 
indicates that the tone following is to be lowered a Pytha 
agorean comma (24 cents). The composite scale can now be 
indicated thus: 
Jlil Df Dt DJ" I[) iJ Ft F# F!: F$. [} G# G$ 
G=J! I!] A# A$ A t.[!l OJ lQ!) Cf ci=.. cl @) 
Of course, Df, for example, is notated: 
d 
In Eaouf Yekta Bey 1 s system75 the first, fifth, sixth, 
eleventh, fifteenth, eighteenth, and twenty-first tones of 
the composite scale are represented by the following notes~ 
$ c; 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cents 0 204 294 498 702 882 996 
Yekta Bey uses four types of sharps ru1d four types of flats 
in conjuncti ·Jll with these seven notes to indicate the other 
tones. As far as the sharps are concerned ~ raises a tone 
25. See Bey, R.Y.) "La Musique Turque," Encyclopedia de la 
Musigue at Dictionnaire du Conservatoi~e, 1922, ?art I vol.5 
-• 
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a Pythagorean comma ( 24 cents) , ~ raises it a limma (90 
.. 
cents), ..:#: raises it an apotome (114 cents), and 
-* raises 
it a Pythagorean minor tone (180 cents). AS far as the flats 
are concerned v lowers a tone a Pythagorean comma, ~ lowers 
a tone by an interval whose ratio is approximately 25 (?0 
24 
cants) , 17 lowers a tone a limma ( 90 cents), and f lowers a 
tone an apotome (114 cents). The composite scale can now 
also be indicated thus: 
.. 
@], D/f or :mt, Di or Eb , D# or EL., 00, (fl, Ft, 
F1 or G~, F# or Gb, Ff or G~, @] , G1 or A<, 
Gi or A'b, G# or All, IX) , A# or B~, AI , ill , 
B:f: or c'b, Bit or oL-, c , C# or nt, Of or D~, 
, ' O:f or nL., ~ 
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o. "Written in a Specific MAlfAM (Mode)" 
~ ~ 
In ~urkish classical music every melody is written in 
a ape cifio MAKAM {mode). The expression "written in a specific 
.... 
M.A.KAM" means tba t: 
1. The melody is composed mainly of tones which are 
drawn from a certain scale. For example, if one says that 
,. 
a melody is written in MA KAM SUZNAK one is saying that the 
tones in. the melody are drawn mainly from this scale ---
Scale I 
The various Turkish scales have been formed by;~Bining to-
gether of two or more scale fragments. The scale fragments 
which have been used for this purpose are various species of 
tetrachords and pentachords1 According to Raouf Yekta26 
there are nine types of tetrachords and fourteen types of 
pentachords. These are given below. 
ponsonant forms of the Tetrachord 
~ R R s 0 D E F R: 9~8 
s - 2 6/243 2 B. 8 B 0 D Eb F -
3 s R R c Db Eb F T : 65536/ 69 
~ R ~ u c D Fb FI:J u = 2187/2048 
5 T u R c Ebb Eb F v. 15/14 
6 u R T c 01_ »Jf_ F w = 7/6 7 u T R c Cf: Eb F X: 16/15 
~ v w X . ( 27) y = 12/11 
9 (2_ID z = 22/21 
26. Bey, R.Y. "La Musique T.urqU1" (see bibl.) 
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27. These genr~s c~ot be transoribed in Pythagorean notation. 
28. These genres cannot be transcribed in Pythagorean notation. 
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Consonant forms of the Pentachord 
1 R R .R s c D E F4f: G 
2 R R s R c D E F G 
3 R 5 R R c D .Eb F G 
4 s R R R c Db ~b F G 
6 R R T u c D u Gb GEl -
6 R ~ u R c D Fb Flf 
7 R !1! R u 0 D Fb Gb fl:f 
8 T u R R c Ebb .Eb F 
9 u 'l! R R 0 C;~ Eb F G 
10 u R T li c C;f: Dl F 1t 
11 · u R R 'l! 0 Ci~ ])# &1 G 
12 X R v w 29 
13 R v w X 30 
14 lf y w z 31 
It must not be thought that a musically usable scale can be 
formed by simply taking any tetrachord or pentachord and 
combining it with any other tetraohord or pentachord. The 
Turkish musicians have rejected certain of these combinations 
because of the unsatisfactory effect these combinations have 
on their ears. Of the scales employed by the Turk~some can-
not be thought of as a succession of fixed tones arranged 
according to pitch. This is because of the faet that they 
contain one or more particular tones which are alterable • 
. 
To illustrate, melodies which are written in MAKAM HICAZ 
employ mainly the following scale: 
0 ,, 
Final 
29. These genres cannot be transcribed in Pythagorean notation. 
30. These genres cannot be transcribed in Pythagorean notation. 
31. These genres cannot be transcribed in Pythagorean notation. 
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However the "F" in this scale is not a. fixed tone as one 
can see from the excerpt given below. 
.... . ~~*'rd~nw Dt!mwal!fl·ihif!rl 
*altered form of the tone"F" First eight measures 
of a. composition written 
by Hadji .Arif Bey. Taken 
from page 3030 of the 
article, "La Musique 
Turque" by Raouf Yekta 
Bey (see bibl.). 
2. The melody is composed, in part, of tones which are 
drawn from other scales. For example, if one says that a 
melody is written in MAKAM sfiZNAK,one is saying that the 
tones in the melody are, in part, drawn from the following 
scales: 
Scale II 
Scale 
(Melodies written 
in MAK.AM. NiHAV.&ND 
draw their tones 
mainly from this 
scale). 
(Melodies written 
in MAKA.M RAST draw 
their tones mainly 
from this scale). 
Scale IV 
30 
(Melodies 
written in MAKAM 
Nli.'l! .ESER draw 
their tones main-
ly from this scale). 
The thirteenth through the twenty-second measure of a co~ 
position written in 1~~ SUZNAK is given here for illustra-
tive purposes~2 The composer is Zekai Dede (d. 1897). 
Scale IJ5 J't OJ 1 J tW F!fi I th u ~IffJ? t1 3 I 
13 li 
Scale III 
tfa± r-ftr r J [~! HB@11J l tiD J i ·' I 
15 IG 'I 1- I- 17 
Scale II 
Scale I 
*ftlrrrt!G~an prp1 a I 
:2.1 :2 .l 
The matter~ of wha t scales can and what scales caru1ot be 
52. The whole composition is to be found under the section 
dealing with the forms of religious music. See musical 
example no • 12. 
33. The notation employed is that of Raouf Yekta. 
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used with the main scale when a melody is written in a 
given mode, has been decided by the Turkish musicians on 
the basis of aural acceptability. 
3.The melody does not go above a certain tone nor below 
another one. It goes no higher than the top tone of its 
highest scale and no lower than the bottom tone of its 
lowest scale~ The lower ana upper limits for melodies 
,. 
written in MAKANI SUZNAK, for example, are: 
0 
(top tone of scale 
III) 
(bottom tone of scale III) 
4. The melody starts with a particular tone or with a 
particular succession of tones. Melodies written in MAKAM 
" FERAHNAK, for example, open witn the following succession: 
bo 
0 <> 
5. The melody ends on a particular tone. Melodies 
written in MAKAM RAST, for example, end on G'. A composer 
can end his composition in either of the following ways: 
?9 h 
fi~QI 
'I 
' 
34. According to E. Borrel ("La Musique TurJ4u.e" in Revue de 
Musicologie ~see bibl._7.~ the three parts of a modal 
composition, viz. the ZEMIN, the MIYAN (middle), and the 
KARAR, generally have different !ambitus~ as well. 
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A melody wri tta·n in MAICA.M BAY.ACC £' could not end in either of 
these ways because of the fact that its "main" scale contains 
neither G' nor Gi '• 
e 
Final 
6. The melody has a definite type of contour. 
7. The melody, when it pauses, usually does so on particu-
lar tones. One finds for exampl e that D'' ~ 
one of the main points of repose in melodies written in 
" MAK.A.Tv1 NEVA • 
is 
8. The melody has a particular tons which is the dominant 
t. 
tone. In melodies written in ~~ FERAHFEZA, for example, 
F'' is the dominant tone. 
As yet, the findings of A.Z. Id e lsohn in regard to the 
nature o:f modal composition have not been confirmed with refer-
ence to the clas sical music of the Ottoman Turks. Professor 
Idelsohn claims that when a composer 35 writes a melody in a 
certain mode he simply takes a number of traditional motives 
(the motives that he can take will depend upon the mode in 
which he writes the melody), arrru1ges them according to his 
fancy, of course giving due regard to their funotion36, and 
35. Whether Semitic, Hindu, or Altaic. 
36. There are beginning motive s , concluding motives, etc. 
according to Profes sor Idelsohn. 
33 
embellishes them. A confirmation or refutation of these 
claims will only be possible after a detailed study of a 
substantial quantity of Turkish music has been carried out. 
* * * * 
On the following pages there is an analysis of four 
compositions. Two of the compositions analyzed are written 
• 6. " in MAY~ SULTAN! YEGAH (see musical examples number 1 and 2), 
and two of the composi tiona analyzed. are written in .MAKAM 
DUGAR (see musical examples number 3 and 9). The analysis 
attempts to show how melodies written in each of these modes 
are constructed. 
Beginning with the melodies of the two SULTANI YEG'AH 
~ARKILAR (plural of ~ABKI), it will be seen that they open 
with practically the same figure. (Melody lJi a, 1: , Gbi m e ·1 
(Melody II) 
& 'a -., 1 c tr rr r They then both proceed from 
D' 1 up to a high point and then drop down to A 1 : 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
41~cfF-'£s•J 
1 2 3 1 2 
~ From A1 both melodies again return upward: 
(Melody I) 
34 
The two melodies then drop down again: 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
£~ 1;''pr· I 
(rnPo.s Li re) S ' 
~5; PtsJ 
3 1-
The second section of both melodies starts in the vicinity ofF". 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
~· ' ) r ~ 'Eh' ,. 1 
The two melodies rise a little then drop to A': 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
' ~~ .·1 , r12 'Sil 1 6 6 
From A' they drop down to D' 
(Melody I) 
The concluding figure in both melodies for this section is 
practically the same: 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
,PJJ §) ~~ j,l 
The third section of both melodies atarts in the vicinity of A"a 
(Melody II) 
+ ~ ~· J; 7 f4- ~ ~ 1: ] (Melody I) 


35 
~he two melodies stay for the most part within the limits of 
D'' and 0111 throughout the whole section: -e-4•"£%( 
The concluding figure in both melodies of this section is the 
same: 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
~; 11 Qj t't. u (measure) 20 
The two melodies open in the identical manner in the coda: 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
&s 1 ' r 
22 13 
From F'' the melodies rise up to Bb'' and then drop down to A': 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
. I cft}JY-t r 
22 23 24 25 
&; e Ff' J"'I: 1 
13 ].4 15 
From A' the melodies rise and then drop down to D': 
(Melody l) 
'fJrf'f f s(S}j l 
25 26 27 28 29 • 
Both melodies end in the same way: 
(Melody I) (Melody II) 
.ILJ. ~·. I &•4 ttl ~ ~ I 
;.f ,.. In the DuGAR ~ARKILAR. the melodies open on Ab': 
(Melody III) (Melody IV) 
,.$4 . l $ &a·• # - > -' 
e · 
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They close on c• 1 ill the first section: 
(Melody III} (Melody IV) 
,§ :L{('4 ~ r· I (measure 4 4 
The second section of both melodies begins in the vicinity of 
c•• and ends on Ab 1 : 
(Melody III) (Melody IV) 
Sa 
&J6;r eel I II I 
5 6 7 
' f ' 5 6 7 8 
The orchestral figure linking sections two and three is th.e 
same in both melodies: 
(Melody III) (Melody IV) 
f! iiJm= ~ M'pil tttfl~ I 
The third section of both melodies begins with D11 followed by 
E' I: 
. (Melody III) (Melody IV) 
~~Pp q &a*' ' ' If r t f i r 9 
The third section of both melodies ends on c••: 
(Melody III) (Melody IV) 
&rs c 14' ; ' r 12 12 
On the basis of the foregoing analysis it may be tenta-
tively concluded that by the expression "written in a specific 
'"' M'!ll" one also means that: the melody starts with a particu-
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lar tone or with a particular succession of tones in each of 
the sections of the composition, and that: the melody ends 
with a particular tone or with a particular succession of 
tones in each of the sections of the composition. 
A list is given here which shows (1) what scale is to 
be used primarily when one desires to write a melody in this 
or that mode, (2) what tone is to be used as the dominant tone, 
(3) and what tone is to be used as the final tone37 Li 
':. Final tone, ( o) =-Dominant ton~. 
A 
MAKAM FERAH FEZA 
~ bo a f • ~9 ) oft -I ie :t g;;;:i= b Q bo qo e (cents) 1086 204 294 498 702 792 996 1200 
*This Bb is alterable to Cb and this C is alterable to Db. 
" " MAKAM SULTAN! YEGAH 
t; 9 ;;: * 0 r ~ 7~~j 11 ki <If e) o 0 6 0 204 294 498 702 821 1088 1200 
*These tones are not in the composite scale. 
37. This information has been taken from the article "La 
Musique Turque" by Raouf Yekta Bey (see bibl.). 
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1\/tA KAM YEGAH 
*These tones are not in the composite scale. ffiThis tone be-
comes temporarily Ci in the beginning of the melody. 
lVLAKAli! HU SEYN1' A~Jt'RAN 
bo 
L , ( o) 
J &9 ho ~d C7 1 
MAKAM ACEM Ag fRAN 
-o-ba. :!!:: ...a $e (pJ 0 f ® d I? a I e a 
0 204 408 498 702 906 1110 1200 
'MAiGliiD: BEVKAFZ! 
-d7 y 
498 702 863 1120 1200 355 622 
*These tones are not in the composite scale. 
~This A is alterable to Bbb (355), and this Bb is 
alterable to B (622). 
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8 0 
0 
1110 0 114 318 498 612 816 1020 1200 
• 
" MAKAM BESTENIGAR 
ApoTOM€ e ~ t~) • '* 
' 
hbo qu 1 a I &J # 
I 
0 ; 0 
0) 114 318 498 612 763 1030 1110 294 
*These tones are not in the composite scale. 
$If one wishes to go higher than this F, a third tetrachord 
can be added having the same interval structure as the sec-
ond tetrachord. 
MAKAM FERA.HN.h 
ij (t * ,.. 1>-e ~ 0 e ~J ~ Q lia. { ii> 0 9 0 114 318 522 702 816 1020 1200 498 
• This G1 is occasionally changed to .Abb. 
• " A MAU.M EVI~A.BA 
a ffi 
.. • lb~ ~ ~I d= i\! i~ lie : & 0 
0 119 386 498 702 853 1120 1200 114 318 
*These tones are not found in the composite sca1e. ~This 
G is alterable to Ab. 
40 
. 
MAKAM BIHAVEND 
~ <f ~ -e-
b!L 
~= F bo 0 ~ bo 0 0 
1086 0 204 294 498 702 792 996 1200 
0 ~ . ba ~) ~ 
384 498 :=: 821 
b~ 
204 1088 1200 294 
*These tones are not found in the composite scale. 
A 
MAKAM PENgGAH 
@1 ql Q 0 Q 3 bo qo j 
0 204 384 498 702 906 996 1200 
*This A is alterable to Bb. 
MA.K.AM RAST 
. -~· .. 
... . ···-
95!f t )f -e- b-e-40254 (o) (~ 0 204 384 498 702 906 1086 1200 
die he. ~ bo e t 
0) 114 294 498 702 792 996 1200 
41 
• fl 
MJK.A.IIIi HI CAZKAR 
-e- b..o.. ~ 
0 119 386 498 702 853 1120 1200 204 294 
*These tones are not found in the composite scale. 
.. ~ *" • ~..a.. ¥2-g {{ bo &1) ~ ?0 £ :t=:: --=---+-=t~-:; 
0 180 294 445 712 792 996 1147 214 
*These tones are not found in the composite scale. 
:: 
0 180 294 498 678 792 996 1200 9o 
MAKAM !SF .AHAN 
a f J t ~0 q~ : : :: : 1 ~ 180 294 498 702 792 996 1200 
*Cb is alterable to B, C is alterable to C# , and F is 
alterable to Gb. 
e 
MAKAM MUHAYYER 
1 __, ho ~0 (?-) 
I ,f. ( 
1 bO l:::n 1 ....- ' 
-1 ...,,... • I I \.. ~..., 
0 
' 180 294 498 702 882 996 1200 
•::. "Item ble to F. 
MAXAM .KARCI~AR 
&ooJ:: 
' 
t'! kci 9r -B-ya 
294 498 617 884 996 
,... 
• MAKAM PUSELIK 
4: I f 0 0 t (o) e :; 0 
0 204 294 4198 702 792 996 1200 
""- 1"'-ts G- "~c~ A'f1 ~"t"~ ---~-\;-- .-(1- .-...... l .... 't'o.-. · 
42 
0 i'- ~. -
- -
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~ G begomes -A"b at the moment of resolution, 
• MAKAM HICAZ 
0 r 
792 996 1200 
*These tones are not found in the composite scale. 
$This tone is alterable to Gb. 
' , 
Ml:IKAM HUZZAM 
'\ i 
* 
lk J( bb &: ba ~ 
rJ 
' 
r,.., ..u,... I I T 
1.. .... b• 1-10 l...,, 1'{ I ___. 
Jh """' I 1 
0 112 316 435 702 821 1088 1200 
*These tones are not found in the composite scale. 
r'\ * T l.. ~ ~ J i.: D-ei- bt: -/~' -,_.., I I 
vt .. l\ ~ l::lU \~, 1 
I .»'-' l 
\....V 
\ 0 114 318 498 702 821 1088 1200 
*These tones are not in the composite scale. 
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D. The USULLAR of Ottoman Turkish Classical Music 
An~ (singular of USULLAR) is a periodically re-
curring set of simultaneous patterns to be played on the 
drum. The set consists of a duration pattern, a sotuld 
pattern, and ru1 accent pattern. 
In the duration pattern one finds a ftxed series of 
different durations, as for example: 
2' J . o.l USUL DEVRIRh'V AN 4 o_, 0 0 0 0 ........ 
SENG1N " 6 d J ol d 0 USUL SEJ.UI2 
4 J .I J USUL SOFYAN 4 
These durations represent confines into which the composer 
must fit his melody. If a melody were written in USUL NIM 
BEREF3Al:f (1! d .I d J d J J .I •1 d .J J ) , that is, written with 
the thought in mind of its being accompanied by a drum executing 
. 
USUL NIM BEREFjAN, the following rhythm might be given to the 
melody: 
drum 
because such a rhythm fits nicely into the duration pattern. 
On the other hand, the rhythm which follows below would not 
be given to the melody. 
drum - J J J ) 
melody - u r crrJ r. 
J 
f 
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) J 
,. 
because it constantly goes against the pattern. Not only is 
it incorrect to conrpose a melody which is antagonistic to the 
drum beat, but it is equally incorrect to have a melody written 
in, say, Usu.L AKSAK s~ut ( 1~ J J J J J l ) accompanied 
• ( 140 \ \ • J \ I .J by a drum playing USUL NIM :B14HTE d o - d • ) even 
thought the duration patterns of both USPLLAR have .the identi-
cal number of beats. 
In the sound pattern one finds a fixed series of differ-
ent sounds, as for example: 
duration pattern - : ) J ~ J J ) 
'' T\NM ) sound pattern DUM TEK TEl( ~ TEK) .. D~ 
342 l I duration pattern - ....... • J J d J j 
sound pattern 
These different sounds are produced by striking the drum in 
.. 
different ways. To produce DUM, which is a dull, muffled 
sound, the drum must be struck at the center. To produce 
TEK , which is a sharp, clear sound, the _drum must be struck 
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near the rim. The sounds ~ AliD ~ are both nothing but 
., 
a less intensely executed DUM TEK. If the DUM and TEK are 
--...... - ----
of equal duration, it is called ~· If the ~ is twice 
.. 37 • 
as long as the DUM, it is called ~· The ~. NI M 
EVSAT makes this distinction quite clear: 
duration pattern - 13 I •' 
4 • 
sound pattern TE 
~~8 is .. a TEK DU'.wi TEK in which 
---
.. 
J J 0 0 
.. .. 
TE KA ~ ~ 
the first ~is equal to 
the sum of the DUM and ~ which follows (eg. J J J ) • It 
T D T 
is said that the sound pattern's purpose is to help the < 
drummer remember the various USULLAR, especially the long 
ones. Though there is probably some truth in this state-
ment, there can be no doube t hat the sound pattern also has 
a musical function. This function will be discussed in a 
later chapter when the CiFTE TELLf GAZEL is spoken of. AS 
a closing remark it should be mentioned that the DUM in no 
way implies an accented stroke on the drum and that the TEK 
in no way implies an unaccented one. 
37. According to Raouf Yekta Bey, ~is distinguished frRm 
TEKA by the speed at which the less intensely executed DUM 
~is taken. When the D~.wi TEK is rather fast it is oailid 
T1KE. When it is slower:-ft-rB called ~· 
38. This is a French spelling. 
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In the accent pattern one finds a fixed series of accents 
marked by the downbeat of the foot~9 as for example: 
10 d J J J ol J duration pattern 
-
4 ) USUL 
., .. ) 1~ sound pattern DUM TE KA DUM TBK TEK ) s  
- ------ ) J, ~ ! ~ accent pattern ) 
duration pattern 9 ol J J J J J ) 4 .. ) Us VL. . 
sound pattern DUM TE KE DUM TEK TEK ~ AKSA k_ 
- ---~ t ~ ~ accent pattern ) 
As a consequence of these accents, the members of the duration 
pattern (1~. the different durations) are grouped in a definite 
way. In the USULL.AR A.KS.AK SEM.Af and .AKSAK the groupings that 
result are as follows: 
10 d .I I d I J 4 + ~ 
9 cJ It J I d 4 ~ 
-.¥ 
39. The Turkish musician does not tap his foot in the same 
fashion as does the European musician. The Turk raises 
his foot (his heel remaining down) immediately before the 
downbeat. After be brings it down, he keeps it down until 
immediately before the next d.ownbeat. The Turkish musician 
thus does not beat time in the "Western" sense but simply 
marks the accents. 
e· 
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One notices that in soma of the USULLAR there is a grouping 
of the groupings. In AKSAK sEM.A1, for example, one finds 
that the following scheme exists: 
10 
4 j J I J ~
and in AKSAK, one finds that the following similar scheme 
exists: 
9 
4 
Higher order grouping can be explained on the basis of 
differences of weight of accentuation. Thus in USUL AKSAK 
SE.M:At the accent pattern is re ally 
10 
4 
(not) 10 d J J J J J 
4 ~ t ~ ~ 
and in USUL AKS.AK t he accent pattern is really: 
9 J J J J J J (not ) 
4 t.J. · ~"' 
.. 
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The USULLAR of Ottoman Turkish music are to be found 
both in Turk Musikisi by Dr. Suphi (see Blbl.) and in 
La Musigue Turgue by Raouf Yekta Bey (see bibl.). However, 
it will be seen that these men often assign different time 
signatures to the same ~· This is because of the fact that 
different durations are taken by them as the unit beat, as 
for example: 
USUL SOFYAN - 2 
(according to R.Y.B.) 2 
USUL SOFYAN - 4 (according to n.s.) 4 
It will also be seen that these men, at times,disagree as to 
the number of durations (strokes of the drum) in the same 
USUL _, as for example: 
.. 
- ' .t v USUL TURK AKSAGI .. 5 J J J' {according to R.Y.B.) 8 
~. v 
·' . 
USUL TURK AKSAGI 
-
5 
.l (according to D·S·) 8 
The USULLAR listed in this theses have ·been obtained. in the 
following maru1er: (1) Yekta Bey's version of the ~and 
Dr. Suphi's version were, first, given a separate, though not 
necessarily different, time signature. The time signature 
assigned to Yekta Bey's version was obtained by making the 
smallest duration in his version the unit beat except in 
those cases where such a practice would yield a fractional 
time signature (eg. 0 J 0 
'--' 
0 l CJ 0 ) • The same method 
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was likewise employed with _Dr. Suphi's version of the~· 
(2) The version of the ~ that then hac the smaller time 
signature was chosen for representation here .f:eg. 16 J .I J 
d j J J .I .J ol J J (D.s.) rather 
USUL FER1 
than 32 o J J o o 
USUL FER 1 
- J J J j 40 J J .J j do (R.Y.B.)J. (3) The larger version o~ 
the ~was then put into the time signature of the smaller 
one ( eg. 16 J J J J J .I J lJ .1 d J1 n ) . Those parts 
USUL FER' 
of the larger version which differed from the corresponding 
parts of the smaller version were placed under the chosen 
version in the following manner---
USUL FER' 16 J J J. J cJ J J J JJ.J j 
u u iJ. 
The USULLAR used in Turkish classical music are as 
follows: ~ D =DUM (the dull, muffled sound), T: ~ 
(the sharp, clear sound), • downbeat, FR =an approximate 
French spelling of the Turkish word~ 
* I J J I 14 J I 
TE KA is given by Raouf Yekta instead of TE KE 
40. The time signatures of the two versions were not always 
different, but if they were it was always Suphi 1 s that was 
the smaller. When both versions had the same time signa-
ture but differed in another respect, indication of this :w 
was made. 
41. Raouf Yekta for some reason or other (probably to simplify 
matters) does not use the DUM strokes TEKA or TEKE in any 
other USULLAB. besides SOFYAif"" and REMEL:-- -
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or SUREYYA (FR) TUBK AKSAGI 
5 J :r JJ T. 
D T T T is given by Raouf Yekta instead of T 
J,J t 
• • • • " ,.. A. YURUK SEMAI (when slow called SENGIN SEMAI) 
6 JJj.lJ 
D T T D T 
~ . J, 
. . ,.. . , 
DEVRI HINDI of CHARKI~DUYEGUI (FR) 
7 .t)JJJ 
D T T D T 
"' ' + DEVRI TURAN 
7 J J J . 
• D T T This USUL is not mentioned by Raouf Yekta 
-
DUYEK 
8 .lJJJl 
D T T D T 
.J, J, 
Mtism~!EN of KATICOFTI (FR) 
8 J. J J. 
• D T T 
I 1 .1' ' I I 9 d • 0 d -
D TE ICE D T T 
J J 
D T is give~ Raouf Yekta 
cJ .I 
t,~ ~J,.. instead of TE KE. As was 
mentioned earlier the first 
and third downbeats are heavier 
than the second and fourth. 
::-- ~ - - .... - .- --
- ·-
- - .. -
~- ... --:. -- -
SOFY.AN 
9oJoiJ 
DDT T 
~ . 
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This ~ is not mentioned by 
Dr. Suphi. 
AVFER or MEVLEVI 
.. 
~ . 
EVFERI (FR) 
9 J !J "' d J J D TE KE D T T 
RAKIS .AKS.AK 
9 'J d .. J J 
D T D T 
OYN.AK 
9 JJJJJd 
D T T D T T 
AKSAX S.EMAI ( when 
..,. ~ 
10 J 'JJ' J J. 
D TE KA D T 
~ J .!- ~ 
J J 
D T is given by Raouf Yekta in-
~rr-r 
stead of TE KE. This USUL is 
used very little in secular 
music. It is used by the 
,. " . MEVLEVILER in their AYINLER 
(see part F of this chapter.) 
This ~ is not mentioned by 
Raouf Yekta. 
This USUL is not mentioned by 
-
Raouf Yekta. 
fast called CURCUNA ~ 
·' ol D T id give~by Raouf Yekta 
':ll' c). -· instead. of TE .KA. T 2 is 
given by Raouf Yekta instead 
~ 
of d • The first and third 
T 
downbeats receive a heavier 
weight than the second and fourth. 
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NiM42 FAHTE or LEN.K FAHTE 
:1 =~....;:..;::=;;;;. 
10 J J, J I J D. 
D T D T ~E ICE 
J J 
D T is g\v~ by Raou:f' Yekta in-
stead of J J • Dr. Suphi 1 s 
TE KE 
grouping of the duration pattern 
is indicated here. 43 
. 
FREH.K~IN 
... 
12 J J J l 
D D D D 
I J J \ • 'J J' J J J J 
TE KE T:E KE TE KE DTDT D T is given by Raouf ,.. 
0 f ...,-=-:,J J • Yekta instead 
. 
NIM 'i,ENBER 
12 J J l d 
D TE KE D I 0 J J T TE 0 
, 
NIM EVSAT 
13 j l l J \ 0 
TE ICE TE KA D D 
. 
~ABKI DEVRIRAVANI 
13 J J J I J J j ! J J 1 
D D? T D T D T TE KE 
T? 
. 
DEVRI BAVAN 
14 J • j 0' J I J j 
DDTDTT 
. 
i.J ij (~.Y.) 
-TE KE 
This ~ is not mentiond by 
Raouf Yekta. 
This ~ is not mentioned by 
Raouf Yekta • 
This form of USUL ~A.RKI 
DEVRIEAVANI is not menticned by 
Raouf Yekta • 
The heavier downbeats, in all 
probability, fall on the first 
42. The meaning of !'!.!! is half. USUL FAHTE has 20 beats. 
43. The groupings of the USULL.AR that are to follow are those 
of Dr. Suphi. 
XIFTE44 DllYEK * 
16 J o J J J J 'J .P 
D T T DDT TED 
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.. 
and third ~ and the lighter 
ones, in all probability, fall 
.. 
on the second ~ and the second 
~· Most of the first parts 
1\ " • of the ~~Lh~I AYINLER are in 
this~· 
J ! 
D T is given by Raouf Yekta 
-¥-
instead of IT. 
TE ICE 
NIM BER:illFjAN 
16 J J I J J J I 
D T D T D .t JJJ 10' J J I D T D D T TE KE This USUL is not man--
tianed by Raouf Yekta. 
. .. 
NIM HAFIF 
16 J J J l J J J I .J J J J I D T T D T T D T D D c.l .\ J This USUL is not men-T TE KE -
tianed by Raouf Yekta. 
~ * \ I J I 16 J f1 J J ·' J J l J l l D T. is given by :u;iU,.f 
D TE KE D T D T D D T TE KE J J 
DT DT DT Yekta instead of T~ KE. 
·~ fj "'• ltV) U (r. ) p . USUL FER1 is derived 
USUL MUH.AMMES. 
•• A TUBKI ZARP 
44. 
18 cJ ·' J J J d ! I J J J I J .( J This ~ is not men-
T T T TE KE D D T TE KE D D D 
.. .. 
The meaning of CIFTE is doubled. USUL DUYEK has 8 beats. 
5 
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tioned by Raouf Yekta. 
. . 
NIM DEVIR 
r 
18 J J J 0 0 
DDT D D 
J J .\ J I 
TE ICE TE KE 
J___J,_-~ 
T n···T D T is given 
DT DT D 
ii' t.r ((R.r.J 
FAHTE ~ 
by Raouf Yekta in-
* stead of 1 0 J J J J1 • 
D TE KE TE KE 
USUL NIM DEVIR is 
derived from USUL 
•· -Db,'VRIKEBIR. 
20 J J I d J J o1 0 ., J J J 
D D T T T D T TRKE TE ICE 
DD (RY) 
rr 
.1 J J l 
D T D? T is given by 
., T? 
Raouf~Yekta instead of 
I .,1 J •( 1 i 
• 
DURA.K EVFERI 
21 J J ·' j I 0 l 0 TE .KE TE KA D D 
c ) 
• v 
NIM EVS.AT 
HEZEC. 
22 J J J J J J J J J. J J. 
.DDDT DDT D T D T 
TE KE TE KE • 
This ~ is not mentioned 
by Raouf Yekta. 
J J J 
~E KATE KA 
t_,---1' 
probably a 
misprint 
This ~ is 
not mentioned 
by Raouf Yekta. 
~ENBER ~ 
24 cJ J J., 
D TE KE 
# 
J J 10\JJ 
D D T T T 
DD I rr
DDD 
-?,·u 
SABKI DEVRIBAVANI 
J J J J 
TE ICE TE KE 
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·' J 
. D T is 
given by 
Raouf Yekta 
instead of 
~ 
n J j 
T~ KE. D T 
·' J D T is 
given by Raouf Yekta 
'* J j J l 
instead of TE KE TE KE. 
This USUL has its heavier down-
- .. 
beats on the first mll!! and. on the 
first of the three half note 
TEKLER (plural of ~). 
d J J o 'J .t .t T 
D T ~1 T TE. KE TE KE 
DTliTD 
1• r ur 
(RY) 
r r · 
D T is gi
1
Vjll
1 
by Baouf Yekta in-
r • r ,. r ,. 
stead of TEtE. D T b T is 
~iVeij iY Raouf Yekta instead of 
f · _r r ,., 
TE ~E TE u. 
26 d Ill ol I J j J J J 
D D T D T T D T 
JJJJJ. J d J r T is given by 
~ 
D T T D T D T T 
Raouf Yekta,. 
r-:::"1 
instead of r 
D· 
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EVSAT. ¥- _ "" ~ y.. f:. 
26 fl n a~ J o~ J j. u 0' 0 rr 
! E K.A TE KA D T D D T TJ!i KA D D 
D !l! is given 
• 
by Raouf Yekta 
r!-::, instead of 
T~ ~. D T is given 
by Raouf Yekta instead 
,.. .. 
Of 1 r p I !!!his 
TE .K.A. 
~ is rarely used in secular music • 
. 
DEVRI REVAI'I 
It is used by the DERVIiLER • 
0 Jioloi~Jiolol 
'2.(, 
DEVRIKEBIR 
28 d J d 
DJi> :T 0 TT 
0 
DDT D 
DT DT D given by Raouf 
Yekt\ instead of 
7 ~ r · , 
rr r.r r 
REMEL 
28 c:l ':I*r 
D TE KE 
L J J J 
FTDD 
* ~ 
d n n 
D TE KE TE ICE 
"'""** 7 J .J 
T TE KE 
T.EKA TE U (IY) 
·._r u 
~ 
cJ · ' ·' D TE KE 
TE ICE TE U. 
ol 1.,._ o~ c:l 
D D T 
DT TE KE D (RY) 
[JjJ_J 
r r TE XA is given by Raouf Yekta instead 
~ · 
of T~ fi. ~ is given by Raouf Yekta 
instead of b. ~J!J~ given by 
Baouf Yekta instead of T. 
FREN~~ FER~ 
28 d 0 J () d d I J d l ~ DD DD DT DD ·~ 
BEREFJAN 
32 0 J 0 J 0 J d . J d 
D T D T D D T D D 
MU~S 
32 d ~ c:J J l d J 
D TE U D T D D 
* * vn 
TE KE TE KE 
'I 
H.AFIF 
32 J l d 
D T T 
J J J 
D T T 
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•
1 J' rrr~ · J J D T D T is gi van 
TE KE TE KE 
0 
T 
by Eaouf Yekta in-
' " r r r r' 
stead of TE KE TE KE. 
~ J J ~I 
TE KE TE KE 
,.,·r-~ 
D T D T is given by 
Raouf YVta instead 
' r r r r1 
of TE K.i!l TE KE. 
Jf >/1-fl 
d jl ~ J I J 1 Q 
D T TE KE D T 
,. ,. 
D ~ is giv~y Baouf Yekta 
instead of f?/KE. One ,'l.'jf not 
say for certain whether D is 
" a DUM or~ in Raouf Yekta's 
version of this ~· The DUM 
of the first measure and the 
DUM of the fifth measure re-
ceive the heavier downbeats. 
'!¥- lt * 
J 'JTJ 
D T D T 
DT tf C:RY) 
D T D D T TE KR 
DT DT DT 
J J J Jl ol J ~ 
U(R ) iJ u (RY) 
• SAKIL 
¥ 
48 j I J J I 
1
J J J 
DTT 
D TE KE 
« JTJ' 
D TE KE 
J ~r ;· J l 
D T D T 
DT lJ RY) 
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r • 
D ~ is given by Raouf Yekta 
.,.. 
~ instead of TE 1KE. He gives a 
+-# 
~ to this stroke r-r' . 
.. ,. 
D T is given by Raouf Yekta 
•,..r"rT 
instead of T D. The last 
• four measures of USUL HAFIF 
are also to be found in ~ 
SAKIL, USUL H1v1. and USUL 
. . 
ZARBI FE'l!IH • 
-+ 
J 
1
.1 l 1 d d J 
D TE KE D T T 
J J J 
D T D 
DT 
•• 
DTDTD 
i i i.J i 
JI J 
(D~?) 
(T.,.D?) 
J ! 
TE KE 
DTDT 
d J d 
DDT 
u U lf (RY) 
bf is given by Raouf Yekta ~­
stead of ~. £ ~ is given by 
Raouf Yekta instead of ~ ; . He 
1¢ !{; .. 
giVeS these StrOkeS I f f, a 
DiJM T:EK. 
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ZINOI~5 
60 J d .l J J 1 
~ 
J J • tal 0 J J 
'D T TE K.E 
._ __ , 
•' . . 
DUYEK NIM F AHT.E NUl CIDIB.ER 
(8 beats) (10 beats) (12 beats) 
I I I I I I ~ J,: J J : J. : J J d J I J J J I J J J J I al J J ~ D T 1 D ~ D : D T D D ;T T.E XJi 
DEVRIRA VAN NIM BERE{:iAN (14 beats') · (16 bea . ) 
This USUL is not mentioned by Raouf 
Yekta. 
~ d T TDTD U ijl(RY) 
D 
DTD 
I J c:J l d ~I *J' ~ .,.J' D T. D TE KE TE KE DT DT D iJ f:U (RY) 
JJ nn 
D D TE KE TE KE 
d J l 
T TE K.E 
DT DT 
* 
\ 
J 'J J I 
D TE KE 
J J J 
DDT 
TDT j u (RY) 
J .f J .I J J 1 D T T D T T Fd i_j tC B.Y) U iJ (RY) 
£ ~ is given by Raouf Yekta Bey instead of 
,--117, • TE XE. This USUL contains part of USUL IARBI 
-
. 
F~TIH · 
45. ZINCIR : chain; succession. 
Z.ARBi FETiH 
I 
88 J J J 
D TE KE 
J J. 
D T 
DTDTD 
Hill (RY) 
l J d J D D D 
T TE KE 
I J I I 0 • 
D TE .KE 
~ 'l 
'J J' 
TE KE 
"* "* ~ 
d J J ' · ' ) 
D TE KE TE KE 
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J J I J cl I 0, ~ J .. 
D T D T D TE KE 
' * * ~ J ~ J I IJ J I 
D TE ICE TE K~ 
-
J J J 
DDT 
TDT 
r rJ ( RY) 
J J 
D T 
DTDTD 
UHJ(RY) 
** TJ' Jj T.E .KE D 
D D 
ur 
lJ .l l l DT I5T 
iJlf (RY) 
J J J \ J J J \ J. J ..( J 
D T T D T T LD T D D J ~ l 1 T TE KE 
MDT . i1 u ( y) 
r r f' r r 
T T D T T ia given by Raouf 
* 
')ekta instead of 'r l. f' r L__. 
TE KED TE KE 
rr 
D T ia gi~~ by Raouf Yekta in-
~ P r r 
stead of TE KE. :b T 1! ia 
~i~n.by Raouf Yekta instead of 
'tt r e\ 
D TE D. 
. . , .. 
ZINCIR OIFTE DUY~ ~ 
120 d o J : J J o rJ J \ 
D T T ' D D T TE :&:a: 
I D DT 
F Ff (RY) 
. .. CIFTE DUYEK 
5(16 beats) 
IJ J J !JJ ~ 
tf.4-JJJ~j~J'~ 
T T T1 DDT 1 D TE KE 1 D D . l 
: DD ~ 
r r CRY) 
· I l 
1 D T v f 0 (RY} 
CENBER (24 beats) 
3 
F.AHTE (20 beats) 
I I I 1 
I I it It-
o J I o I ~~ J t 1.1 r 
T D : T ITE KE TE KE 
JJJ: olo: 
DDT 1 D•T • 
DTDTD 
rr Ur (RY) 
... . .
DEVRIKEBIR (28 beats) 
. ·=--= =--= 
0 0' 0 J 0 : J J : J J I 0 : ',J. i I L J~+ 1 I I I .,._ 4- l 
D T D T D I D T : D D \-:T- -: TE KE -TE KE -
BEREF]AN 
(32 beats) 
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+ rr. '•1·1 n T is given by Raouf Yekta instead of ~E KE. 
alf.J!. 
I f _1 is probably meant to be 0 • 
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e. There are, besides the above-mentio~ USULLAR, 
other ones which have been formed by joining together of 
two different USULLAR. An USUL, so derived, is known as a 
ZARB~YN.46 Dr. Suphi, in the second volume of TURK MUsiKisi 
(see bibl.), lists the following 
1) NIM SAKiL f BEREFjAN 
-1 24 32 -
2) :REMEL 
-1 REMEL -1 
28 
-1 28 -1 
three ZARBEYN (LER?): 
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MU.B:Ali4MES 
-1 MUHAMJIS:E:S 
32 
-1 32 -
3) D~~RIKEBIR -/ DEVRIXEBIR -/ BEREFSA.N -/ BEREFSAN 
28 
-1 28 -1 32 -1 32 -
-
120 
120 
& ZARBEY.N, according to Raouf Yekta, must be homogeneous. 
It must be, in other words, composed of two similar USULLAR. 
In a composition which is written in a very large USUL 
one may find that the various sections of the piece are each 
only one "measure" long. The NEV£. BEST:hl composed by Itri47 
is a good example of this. 
I 
In the musical quotation from the BICAZ BESTE of Halil 
,. 
Effendi, which can be found after the NEVA BESTE of I'ri, one 
finds an illustration of the important fact that elements of 
form may be contained within a large ~· The quotati on has 
the form A B C B D B although there are only three measures 
• .... ' t_ 
46. Dr. Suphi's spelling. 
47. This compositi on can be found in this chapter. 
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of music. The A B is contained within the first measure; 
the C B is contained within the second measure; and the 
D B is contained within the third measure. 
In Turkish classical music there seams to be an 
intimate relationship between the poetic metre of the text 
ana the ~of the music. Raouf Yekta Bey, in his article 
"La Musique .Turque" (see bibl.), hints at this relationship 
any 
but, unfortunately, does not go into~aetail. He merely 
states that the short and long durations of the duration 
pattern of the ~ must oorrespon& exactly to the short 
and long syllables of the poetic metre. 
In Turkish classical music the tempo of a composition 
is indicated by prefixing a modifier, such as COK A~IR (very 
slow), AcfiR (slow), ORTA (medium}, WRUK (fast), COK y(friuK 
(very fast) to the name of the USUL. A~IR AKSAK S~MAl, for 
example, would indicate that USUL AKSAK SEMAt is to be 
executed slowly. 
·. · ~ 
··. 
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The FASIL (pl. FASILLAR) is a series of instrumental and 
vocal pieces all in the same .M~Alli (mode). It begins with an 
unaccompanied instrumental solo called the TAKSi~8 which is 
.-.;;;.;;;;..-......Oiiiii ' 
followed in turn by a type of instrumental composition that is 
known as the PE~REvi.9 '.!!he PE~REV, unlike the TAKSIM ,is per-
formed by all the members of the orchestra. With the conclu-
sion of this piece, the vocal number~0begin. After they are 
finished, the orchestra concludes with the SAZ SEKAisi61 
( PE§REV SEMAI) • 
An examination of the book entitled sEgiLtMIS ~ARK± 
GUFTELERI52 (see bibl.)/ enables one to draw up the following 
tables which show the types of vocal pieces present in fortj 
FASILLAR, the particular order of these pieces in each F~IL, 
and the particular number of pieces of any one type that is 
sung in a given FASIL before the next type is begun. 
48. Spelling taken from Hony. 
49. Spelling taken from Santuri Ethem Bey (see Seyh~n in bibl.). 
50. Though we speak here of vocal compositions, it should be 
remembered that each instrumentalist accompanies the melodic 
line heterophonioally. 
61. Spelling taken from santuri Ethem Bey (see Seyhun in bibl.). 
52. This book contains the song texts of 40 FASILLAR. 
, 
TA.KSIM l?E~REV 
Name of the A ~ 
Mode in which the ~ BESTE AGIR. 
FASIL is written SEMAI 
EAST 
BUG Ali 
YEG.br 
SULTANf YEGAH 
StlZ1DiL 
~EVKEFZA 
EVC!Rl 
NIHAVEND 
HiCAZdR 
wEBNAZ 
BEYATf ARABAN 
TAHiR l?USELIK 
K.ARCI~AH 
ISFAHAN 
GtiLIZ.AR 
IfJZZAM 
stz1n:trJ.B1 
NEVA 
-.. ' " . KURDILI HI CAZKAR 
SABA .ZEMZEME 
ACEM KURD! 
Name of the Mode 
in which the 
FASIL is written 
~ET.ARABAN 
NUHUFT 
ACEM Ay~RAN 
B~STENIG.!R 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I . o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Name of the Mode 
in which the FASIL 
is written 
l 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2: 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
o . 
1 
0 
0 
BESTE 
2 
2 
2 
2 ' 
IBESTE 
' 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
It ' 
~ 
SEMAI · 
1 
1 
1 
1 
NAKi c 
Al1IRi( 
SEM.Af 
1 
1 
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SAZ SEMA.!SI 
. 
SEMAI 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
L L 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ARK! 
20 
9 
16 
17 
14 
23 
16 
46 
37 
.. 16 
8 
14 
49 
12 
1 
43 
0 
4 
63 
6 
11 
16 
3 
22 
24 
~ABKI 
24 
15 
Name of t he Mode in 
whioh the FASIL 
is written 
FERAH.F.EaA 
MUHAYYER 
.. y 
E.USEYNI 
MAHUR 
suzrn.alc 
, 
BEYATI 
SABA 
MlfsTEAR 
SEG..bl 
HICAZ 
• l'fi~ABURE.K 
US~AK 
. ' 
GERDAlfflE 
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rlR 1 B~S~.E 2, A(}' IR S illlYI.AI 1 , Yti RUK 
-. SEMAi 1 ~ARK! 16, NAKI~ WRUK . SEMAI 1 , 
BESTE 2, .AGIR SEMAI 1, YtiROk SEMAI l 
~ARK! 13, RUBi! 1, SARKI 6 , . T"CTBKtl' 4 , 
~ARK! 7 " 
BESTE 2, .A~IR SEMAI 1, IDRUK SEM.Ai 3 
,?ARK! 16, ~UBKU 1, ~ABKI 4, TtrRKti 1, 
~ARKI 2, TU~ l, ~ARKI 16, TURK(i 1, 
~ABKI 2, Ttlruill 1, ABKI 1 
A~IR SEMAf .. .. B~STE 3, 1, llAKii YURUK 
S1!1MA:1 1, ~ARK! 31, TURKO 1, SARKI 15 
;:J 
BESTE 2, A(1IR S l1i.iUi 1, NAK~ A~IR SEMA . 
NAKI~ YtiRU.IC SEMAI 1, ~ABKI 0 
I 1, 
BEST~ 2, A~IR SEMAI ~. YtiRlJK SEMAI 1, 
NAKI~ WRlhC SEMAI 1, ~ARK! 14 
BESTE 2, SARICI 2, A'fiR SEM.Ai 1, YtiRUK 
SEM.AI 1, ~ARK! 16 
BEST-C~ 2, A~IR S ~ lv!A.I 1, ~AEKI 1, Yt1B.tlK 
SEMAI 1, 5ABKI 5 
BESTE 2, WR11k SEMAI 1, AGI R SEMAI 1, 
~ARKI 10 
BEST~ 3 YtiRliK SEMAI 1 t l'lAKIS 1' NAKI~ YORT!K SEMAI 1' ~ABKI 6.P ~ARK! 3, 
. . ........ 
B.diSTE 1, ~ABKI 2,TUB1.TU 1, YURUK SEM.Af ~APJa 5 
1, 
BESTE 1, 'i' 1 jABKI 26 ? 1, jAEKI · 
' ' 29, FANTEZI 1, ARKI 11 
BESTE 2, A~IR S:EMAI 1 , YURfiK SEM.Ai 1 , 
~ABKI 1, ? 1 
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It is apparent from the above tables that there is no 
such thing as a standard FASIL, but it can be said that only 
1\ 
the SEGAR FASIL contradicts53 the sequence: KAR, B~STE4 
" " AGIR (and/or MAKI5 AGIR), StJMAi, WRUK (and/or M.AKIS WRUK) 
• 
SEMAI , jARKI. 
The FASIL having been briefly described, a closer look 
will now be taken at the different instrumental and vocal 
pieces which it contains. 
1. The TAKSiM is an unaccompanied• formless, modal, 
improvisation in 'free time, done by one of the instrumentalists 
• of the orchestra. A very noticeable feature of the TAKSIM 
is the frequent pauses that occur in the course of its un-
folding. It is the only piece in the FASIL that is in free 
time. 
2. The PEiREV is an instrumental piece that stands in 
between the TAKSIM and the KlE. It consists of four equal 
sections which differ in melodic content one from the other. 
" The first section is known as the first li!!!; the second 
,. 
section is known as the second ~~ the third section is 
(\ 
known as the third ~; and the fourth section is known as 
" the fourth HANE. After the first, second., third and fourth 
1\ • 
HANE there is a refrain or TESLIM,which is as long as or 
" a little shorter than a HANE. Thus the form of the PE5REV 
is: A B C B DB E B. As was previously mentioned (see 
.3. If A B C D is our sequence then any of the following se-
quences agree with it; ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD, ~. ABCD, 
~· etc. and any of the following sequences dis-
agree w~th it ADB, ACBD, etc. 
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part B of this chapter) every modal composition is considered , 
as divided into three parts. The first part is known as 
. 
the ZElvliN or beginning, the second part is known as the 
M.IYAN or middle, and the third part is known as the K.ARAR 
or end. In the PEpR~~ the first and second EUU~E(~~ up the 
:;, --" 
ZEMDl, the third H~NE makes up the MIY.AN,and the fourth HANE 
• 
and TBSLIM make up the KARAR. Though it may be of no signifi-
oanoe, it is interesting to note that eleven of the nineteen 
PE~REVLER listed in the book entitle' Sa.nturt Ethem Bey (see 
. , 
bibl. under Seyhun) are in the ~ known as DEVRIKEBIR and 
six are in the one known as MUHAMMES. Of historical interest 
is the fact that the earliest known PE~REV is found in the 
15th-century musical treatise written by Ahmend Oglou Chukr 
Allah. As an example of the PE~REV one composed by Youssouf 
Paoha is given here. It is written in the mode known as 
~ and is in the ~ known as DEVRfKEBIR. (See musical 
illustration no.4~ 
3. The KiR is a type of vocal piece about which the liter-
ature says very little. It has the form A A B A where the 
first two A'i make up the ZEMIN, the B makes up the MiYAN, 
and the last A makes up the KARAR. This kind of piece some-
times contains what is known as TE~fNUMLER (sing. TERENNUM). 
A TERENNiiM is a musical passage which is sung with meaning-
less syllables or interjections rather than with words. The 
" KAR is generally written in a moderate tempo although there 
are some that are fast. The most ancient KARLAR have as texts 


' 
.. ·
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poetic eulogies of the ~rophet and of the members of his 
family. The other KAELAR have erotic poems or poems of 
mystic philosophy as their texts. Abd-ul-Kadir (d. 1436), 
j\ 
who introduced the KAR, and the former composers wrote most 
of the ones that are played in tbe present day, 
4. The BESTE (or MURABBA) is a vocal piece consisting of 
four sections, each section having a d.ifferent verse (line) 
of poetry. The melody used for the first, second, and fourth 
sections, that is for the first, second, and fourth verses 
(MISRALAR} is the same. As a resultJ the form of the BESTE is 
• A A B A. The first two A's make up the ZEMIN, the B makes up 
• the MIYAN and the last A makes up the KARAR. Also it should 
"/ 
.. 
be mentioned that TERENNUMLER may be present. 
The BESTE always employs large USULLAR. Of the 74 
BESTELER found in the book entitled sEgiLMIS gARKI GUFTELERI, 
. . , 
nineteen were in HAFIF (see USULLAR), eighteen in ZINCIR, 
eight in 2ENBER, six in DEVRIKEBiR, five in AGIR rENBER, four 
, 
in MUHAMMES, three in ZARBI FETIH, three in ZABBEY.N, three in 
LEN.K FAHTE, two in ~lliL, two in FiRENGiFER, and one in H1vt. 
An interesting fact is that seven FASILLAR each had a BESTE 
ziNciR • 
in followed by a BESTE in HAFIF,64 ,56 three others had 
• a BESTE in gENBER followed by a BESTE in HAFIF, and three others 
" . had a BESTE in AGIR ~ENBER followed by a BESTE in HAFIF.66 
54. One of the seven FASILLAR had another BESTE following 
these two. 
65. An eighth FABIL contradicted this sequence. 
66. One of the three FASILLAR had another BESTE following 
these two. 
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As was previously mentioned, the BESTE ( I~RABBA ) 
uses four verses (lines) of poetry. aowever, it is probable 
that these four lines represent only one stanza of a larger 
poem, a poem that is known in literary circles as a MURABBA. 
According to E.J.W. Gibb67 this type of poem consists of a 
number of four-line verses which observe the following rules 
in regard to rhyme. The first three lines of every stanza 
rhyme, but each stanza employs a different rhyme. The fourth 
line of the first stanza maypr may not rhyme with the first 
three lines of the first stanza. However, it must rhyme with 
the fourth line of all the other stanzas. (It may even be 
repeated as the fourth line of all the other stanzas.) One 
thus gets either A A A A , B B B A, 0 C C A, etc. or A A A B, 
C C C B, D D D B, ito~ as the rhyme scheme of the MURABBA.. 
According to Gibb, the subjects treated in these poems are 
generally the same as the ones treated in the GAZEL (see 
chapter 2). 
Example 6 illustrates a BESTE. It is written in the 
MAKAM (mode} called NEVt and in the~ called zmNCIR giFTB 
DUYEK. The composer is Itri. Example 6 is the A section of 
a BESTE written in MAKAM HibAZ and in the USUL called 
MUHAMA~~s. The composer is Halil Effendi. This example serves 
to show that there may be a formal organization within a sec-
tion of a larger piece. The scheme here is A B C B D B. 
6?. Gibb,E.J. VI .,"' A History of Ottoman Poetry. vol.l, London: 
Luzac and Co., 1900 . 
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5. The AGIR s~~f is a type of vocal piece that may or may 
not contain a TERE[~K~M. The 35 A~IR SEMAIL~R contained in 
the book entitled $ECILMI S SAr\KI GUFT~LERi use the following j ~ ~ . 
U~ULLAR• A.KSAK SEM.AI 26, AGIR AKS.AK SEM.Af' 4, SENGf N SilM.Af 4, 
AGIR SEMAI 1. The tempo of the Acl'IR SE1'.1AI is always slow. 
Example 7 illustrates this type of music. The piece was 
composed. by D6d~ Ismail Effendi. It is written in the mode 
called NE'V! and in the USUL called AGIR AKSAK SjjJivi.Af'. 
.. .. . 
6. The YURUK SEMAI is a type of vocal piece having the 
form ABCB. ... It may or may not have a TEF~liTrM present. Of 
the 34 WRtJK S.clMAI L;f!IR found ill l iilCILiviig ~.APJCI GO'FTELEld, all 
34 of them are in the USUL known as YURUK SEMA1. Pieces of 
this type begin in a slow tempo, then accelerate until the 
middle is reached, and gradually slow down again until the end. 
,. •• ~ - , - tl , 
A YURUK SEMAI by Dade Ismail Effendi is transcribe d in Example 
8. It is written in 1~ NEvi and in the USUL WRlr.t.C SEMAf'. 
7. The ~ARKI, one of the types of vocal music found in the 
FAS IL, has either four, five or six58 lines of poetry. If 
it has four the musical form is A B C B where B is the NAKARAT 
. (re f rain). A, of course, is the ZEMIN, Cis the MIYAN and 
the last B is the KAP~. It is not clear from the information 
which is available, whether the f irst B is part of the ZEMIN 
or part of the KARAR. If the ~ARK! has five.lines, the 
musical form is still A B C B, but now the MIYJU~ (C) includes 
58 •. There J3.re 888 SABKTL AB te~ts given in ~ECILMIS ~ARKI 
GII)T HiT. ·ilB I . Approximately 80% of them hav onlyn stanza 
of f our lines, approximately 105 of them have only one 
stanza of five lines, and approximately 6% of them have 
only one stanza of six lines. 
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lines three and four. If the ~ARK! has six lines the mu-
sical form generally becomes A B C B D B where B is the 
NAKARAT (refrain) and C is the MlYAN. Section D, it might 
be mentioned, will be in a different !:!.[!lk from the rest of 
the :piece. 
The ~ARKI never uses a large ~· 162 of the 888 
~.ARKILAR foruld in sE,fi1MIS ~.ARKI GUFTELERI employ the ~ 
v known as .AKS.AK, 150 employ the one known as AGIR .A.KS.AK, 114 
employ CURCUNA, 79 employ SENGfN SEM.AI, 74 employ 11UYEK, 
68 employ ~IFTE SOFYAN, 44 employ DEVRI HINDt, 36 employ 
•• v ORT.A AKS.AK, ana 32 employ TURK .A.KSAGI. 
v ~ The following sequence of USULLAR •-- AGIR AKBAK, 
" " 1£, ,..... ~ i ORTA AKS.A.K, .Al&S.AK, SENGIN SEMAI, DEVR.L HINDI, DU"YEK, T~RK 
.AKS.A~I, CIFTE SOFYAN, CURCUNA --- appears to determine the 
order in which the jARKIL.AR are arranged in any one FASIL. 
The arrangement of the ~ARKILAR in twenty-five of the 
FASILLAR found in the above mentioned book either agrees (see 
note 53) with or does not oontradiot59 this sequence • . The 
arrangement employed in ten other FASILLAR contradicts this 
sequence, waieft while the arrangement used in the remaining 
five is inclusive~0 
The four, five, or six lines of a ~ARK! really repre-
sent only one stanza of a larger poem, a poem that is known 
under the same name as this type of vocal piece. The rhyma 
69. At least three of these USUJJLAR have to be present and in ,._ 
the right order, before one can say that the sequence is 
not contradicted. 
60. Leas than three of these USULLAR are present. 
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schema found in this kind of poem is usually (1) A A A A, 
B B B A, C C C A, eto. or (2) ·A A A B (and more often 
A B A B), CCC B, D D DB, eto. when one rhyme is carried 
is through the whole poem, and it~usually A A A A A, B B B A A, 
C C C A A, etc, when two rhymes are carried through. 
The ~ABKI (the poem) is clear and straightforward in 
meaning. It always is gay, and it almost always deals with 
human love. The line or lines of the poem that go with the 
• 61 
MIYAN are the most tender and moving ones of the stanza. 
The ~ARKI (the poem) was introduced at the end of the 
seventeenth century. It represented the literary working up 
o~ one of the most popular forms of the TUEzll (folksong) 
according to the rules of the Arabo - Persian poetic system. 
The simple nature of the feeling in the ~ARKI and the simple 
nature of the language that is used to express that feeling 
are two reminders of its humble origin. Example 9 is a 
S.ARKI written in MAKAM DUG!H in the USUL known as DUYE.K. 
-
The composer is Santurt Ethem Bey. 
8. The SAl SEM.AISI (J?E.YRh~ SEMA.I) is an instrumental 
piece that concludes the FASIL. It consists of four sections 
which differ in melod i c content one form the other• The 
A first section is known as the first ~; the second sec-
tion is known as the second BiNE, etc. The first H1NE is 
- " J_l)\R.? ) -
very short whereas the other three ~~are more expanded. 
61. The MiYAN is also the most touching passage in the music. 
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Following each HtNE is a refrain or TEsniM whose length is 
equal to the first RtNE. The form of this entire piece is 
therefore, ABC B DB E B. The ZEMIN consists of A and C; 
. 
the MIY.AN oons ists of D and the KARAR consists of ~ and all 
' ' the B~s. The SAZ SEMAISI is frequently found in ten beat 
USULLAR such as AKSAK SEMAf, but regardless of what USUL 
-
it is in the fourth HlNE will always be in YUR~A SEMAt. 
Example 10 serves to illustrate this form. It was composed 
by Raouf Yekta Bey and is written in MAXAM NEV~. The ~ 
used is .AKSAK SEMA:f' except in the fourth litNE where WRUK 
1\ . SEMAI is employed. 
One meets in the FASIL other kinds of music besides 
the TAKSIM, the P.c.~REV, the dR, the BESTE, the A~IR l:iEMAI, 
the to'RUK SEMAI, the ~ARK!, and the SAi SEMAISI~ In addi-
" , tion to these, such types as the NAKI~, the NAKif AGIR SEMAI, 
the TURk~ and the BUBAI are met with. 
1. The NAKI1 is a vocal piece in the form of A B 0 B 
•• that may or may not have a TERENNUM and that will usually be 
written in a large USUL. It was introduced by Abd-ul-Kadir 
• (d. 1453) author of the MEK.ACIP-UL-ELHAN. An anonymous ex-
ample is given here which, surprisingly, uses the Urdu lan-
guage (a blend of Persian and Hindu). It is written in 
MAXAM BESTENIGAR and is in the ~ known as %IFTE DUY.EK. 
See musical ullastration no. 11. 
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2. and 3. . The N.A.KI~ A~IR SEMAi ana the NAKI~ zth:iuK SEMAI 
are vocal pieces which are not even mentioned in the literature 
let alone described. It is possible that they represent the 
A~IR SEMAi and the YURUK SEMAi with certain features of the 
NAKI~ added~ 
4. The TURKU is a folksong. 
5. The RUBii (pl, RUBAIYA~f is a vocal piece that has a 
short poem of four lines (with the rhyme scheme A ABA ) 
as ita text. 
Borre! mentions two other tyP9s of vocal pieces in 
his article on Turkish musio~3 One is the BEST~ SEMAI and the 
• 
other is the N.AKI~ SEMAI. These are simply the BESTE and 
,... 
N.AKI~ written usually either in the ~known as SENGIN 
SEMAt or in the USUL known as AKSAK SEMA!'. 
In the boo·k entitled . ianturt Ahem Bey (see Seyhun in 
bibl.) one can find all the works of the composer santu~ 
Ethem Bey listed under 46 headings64, the order of the works 
under any one heading being so arranged as to produce a FASIL. 
Under eleven of the headings one finds what is known as a 
LONGA listed following the ~ARKILAR and preceding the §A! 
I I SEMAISI. ~his woul.d aeem to indicate that tbe LONGA oa..n be 
included in the ~AS~L. Like the FE&REV and SAZ SEMAisi it is 
62. Spelling from Hony. 
63. "La Musiqu~Turque", Revue de Musicologie, (Dec., 1922). 
64. ~he headings tell~wbat modes the works are written in. 
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_/ffi,.:J . 
an instrumental piece with four H.A.Nb.\- and a TESLDL .. in the 
-I' 
form ABC B· D BE B. 
The different numbers of the FASIL are usually co~ 
posed by different men. The PES~~ will be written by one 
" composer, the BES~E by another, the AGIR SKMAI by still 
another, etc. 
It is important to realize that the various pieces 
. 
played in the FASIL, e.g. the TAKBIM, ~he P~REV, the lARKI 
are also cUltivated as sole items of performance. 
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F. The Different Types of Musi c ~mployed in the 
. 
DERVIS Monasteries of the Cities 
3 
One of the two main branches of Ottoman :r·urkish 
classical music is the music of the DERVIi monasteries65 
of the cities. This branch is acb1owledged by the con-
noisseurs as having some of the greatest masterpieces of 
Turkish classical music among its repertoire. 
The types of music to be found. in this group are---
(1 ) the ILAHI, 66 a hymn that is meant for one of the months 
of the Moslem year; (2) the NA 1 T, a hymn addressed to the 
prophet; (3) the . ~EV~IE, an expression of praise of the 
prophet; (4) the MI 1 BlOIYE, an account of the prophet's 
(5) .. " A ascent to heaven; the MUNAOAT, a hymn addressed to God; 
. (6) the TEKBIR, a proclamation of the greatness of God; 
( 7) the TEMCID , a glori fi cation of God; ( 8 ) the S.A.Li , the 
call to prayer or to a funeral; 
A ,. •.... 
(9) the AYIN , a composition 
---.-
executed during the dance of the "Whirling Dervishes"; 
. (10) the TESBIH; (11) the DURAK; (12) and the SAVT. 
65. A DERVI~ monastery i s a monastery which houses members 
of a Mo s lem religious order. The Moslem orders, unlike 
the Roman Catholic, are independent and self ... developing. 
66. This may be related to the Hebrew word ·~;J'~.meaning God. 
- .. 
Helmut Ritter, in his article "Der Reigen der 
tanzenden Derwische" (see bibl.), describes the ZiKIR67 
I 
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of the MEVLEVfLER ("Whirling Dervishes"). As far as the 
music is concerned, it includes: (1) a recitation of one or 
more verses of the Koran (KUR'AN) by a member of the orchestra; 
(2) a N.A'T done by a singer in the orchestra; . (Z) a T.AKSIM 
on the NAY (see instruments); {4) a PE~REV; (5) a short 
. (\ .. 
TAKSDLion the ~; ( 6) an lli!• which is in four parts; 
(7) a S.AZ SEMAISii (8) an instrumental interlude; (9) a 
short TAKS IM on the !!!• at the close of which the dancing 
ceases; (10) a recitation of a half a page of the KUR'AN; 
(11) and a recitation by all the DERVIfLER (pl. of DERVI~) of 
the first chapter of the KUR'AN. 
The first part of an AYIN written by Zekai Dade is 
given here. (8ee musical example no. 12). It is written in 
the IVIAKAM known as S~ZN'AK and in the ~ known as DtlYEK. 
It has a most unusual form, at least in a Western sense. 
~ A B A C D B A C E F G H I J I K K L M M L N N 0 P Q Q R_I. 
Of course, on closer examination one finds, for example, that 
the second measure of B is the same as the second measure of C 
and that the third measure of 0 is the same as the third meas-
ure of F. 
67. According to D.B. Macdon~lg in his article entitled 
"Dhikr" (see bibl.), the ZIKIR is "the glorifying of Allah 
with oertian fixed phrases, repeated in a ritual order, 
either aloud or in the mind, ~ith peculiar breath~ngs and 
physical movements." The ZIKIR of the MEVLEV1LER ' involves 
a slow whirling movement around the room with t he arms ax-
tended and with the ayes closed. 



G. The ~oetry of Ottoman Turkish Classical Music 
· (i.e. The Ottoman Turkish Literary poetry} 
so 
The mystic, philosophic system, the verse forms, and 
the metres found in Ottoman Turkish literary poetry were bor-
rowed68 by the Turks69 from the ~ersians. The ~ersians at an 
earlier date had appropriated the verse forms and metres of the 
. . " . Arabs and had added to this Arabic system the RUBAI and the 
r ~lliSNEVI (2 verse forms), the REDIF or refrain, and certain 
other metres70 
The verse forms which are to be found in Ottoman 
Turkish literary poetry belong to one of two groups. Members 
of the first g~oup (e.g. the MURABBA, the GAZEL ~AA, BA, CA, 
DA, eto._7 ) employ the monorhyme, that is a rhyme that runs 
throughout the whole poem. The other group, which has only one 
member (the MESNEVi), uses the rhyming couplet (AA, BB, CO, DD, 
etc. 71 ) • 
There are, for all practical purposes, only eight 
metres72 in use in this poetry. Each metre consists of a 
definite number of feet. Each foot, in turn, is made up of a 
68. In some cases there were native verse forms which were 
similar to the Fersian. In these cases, the native forms 
were simply worked up to Fersian standards. The Turks in-
troduced a new verse form at the end of the seventeenth 
century called the SARKI (see FASIL). 
69. The SEL~UK Turks ~orrowed it from the ~ersians and later 
passed it on to the Kayi Tribe. 
70. The ~ersians did not accept all of the Arabic metres. 
71. Two couplets with the same rhyme are not placed next to 
each other. 
72. Each metre bas a number of ~ariations. 
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definite number of long (-) ru1d short (u) syllables arranged 
in a fixed order. HaiEJ, for example, consists of four feet 
with the following internal arrangement: f:- =uuJ 
I u - - - I u - - - 1 u - I u- - - I· 
• A variation of ~UZARI has the following scheme~ 
I - - u I - u - - I - - u I - u - - I· 
• A variation of KHAFIF is arranged in this manner: 
I - u - - I u - u - I - - I 
The schemes cited here represent just one line of poetry. 
H. The Instruments ~mployed in Ottoman Turkish Classical 
Music73 
The instruments employed in Ottoman Turkish Classical 
Music can be conveniently grouped into the following 
categories: lutes (plucked and bowed), zithers, flutes, drums, 
and cymbals. 
There are two types of plucked lutes: the TAMBUR and 
the !!!• The Ti-UA:BUR is a long necked lute that has eight 
strings which are tuned in the following manner: 
do 
The six upper strings are made of steel while the two lower 
ones are made of brass. The neck of the instrument bas 39 
cords, along i to l6u0 t.n , w.U.i<:..i:.l Sii.Jrve a!d :Lrets . The f irst 24 
frets yield the tones Eb 1 to D" on the D strings. 'rhe re-
maining frets are so arranged by the performer as to yield 
the tones t hat are in the next octave. ::Ch :Q!, on the other 
hand, is a short necked lute. It is made of wood and has a 
body in the shape of a hemisphere. The neck of the instru-
ment is arched at the .peg box and has eleven strings passing 
down its length. These strings are tuned in the following 
manner. 
73. The information from the section is almost entirely drawn 
from Raouf Yekta Bey's article "La Musique Turque" (see 
bibl.). 
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The UT, unlike the T~YiliUR, is unfretted. When played, its 
strings are set i n motion by ~1 eagle fe a t her which is held 
in the right hand of the performer. 
There are three types of bowed lutes: the KEM.AN 
{the European violin), the SINE74_K@~AN (the European viola 
d'amour) and the REBAP . The tuning of the first instrument 
is & ~ e , the tuning of the second is 
- 0 Q 
': 0 Po :::= h 9 ti 
0 
and the tuning of the third is 9 
d 
1\ 
No one, with the exception of the MEVLEVILER ("whirling 
dervishes") plays the REBAP any more. 
The only zither used by the Turks is the KANUN. The 
shape of this instrument is approximately, as follows: when 
viewed from above. Seventy two gut strings of various sizes 
and lengths are stretched out along the .KAJ.WN in the direc-
tion of A to c. The tuning of the strings are: 
74. This is a French spelling. 
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Beneath each string there are two or thre e small pieces of 
metla which can easily be raised or lowered. This allows the 
musician to obtain the necessary degree of sharpness or flat-
ness that he desires. The KANaN is held on the lap with side 
B facing the performer. The strings are sounded by means of 
two this scales of oyster (tortoise) shell, one of which is 
placed beneath a sort of ring worn on the index finger of the 
right hand and one of which is placed beneath the same type of 
ring worn on the index finger of the left band. 
There are two members of the flute family among the 
various Turkish musical instruments. One of them is known as 
the NAY(or ~) and the other is knwwn as the NISFIYE. Both 
of these instruments come in seven sizes so as to allow for 
transposition whan it is required. The ~is a vertical £lute 
made out of reed with a horn (or ivory) mouthpiece which is 
shaped like a truncated cone: 
mouthpiece ~tl==T= 
body of 
instrument 
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The instrument has six finger holes on one of its sides. and 
one thumb hole on the opposite side, the thumb hole being the 
closest hole to the mouthpiece. With the help of such things 
as tilting the head and half covering the holes one obtains the 
different tones. The seven NAYLAR (or NEYL.ER),·from the . low-
est to the highest in pitch, have the following names: the 
BUL-AHENK75 NAY, the DAVOUD7*AY, the ~AH NAY, the la&NSUR NAY 
77 
which is used when the music is not transposed, the KIZ NAY, 
78 
the MUSTAHSEN NAY, and the SUFURD.E NAY. The NISFIYE is also 
a vertical flute made of cane. It differs from the NAY only 
in the respect that it is shorter and, consequently, higher 
pitched. The smallest NISFIY.E is exactly one-half of the 
length of the smallest NAY and is, as a re sult, an octave 
higher. The lengths of the six other NISFIYE can be obtained 
by halving the lengths of the six other NAYLAR. Their pitches 
can be obtained by doubling the pitches of t he NAYLAR. These 
smaller flutes are used in the classical concerts only when 
the.re are a large number of singers and instrumentalists i n 
the ensemble. 
The drums used by the Turks are the DEF (or~), the 
79 .. eo MAZHAR, and the laJDU'.M:. The DEF is a frame drum consisting of 
75. ~rench spelling. 
76. French spelling. 
77. The range of the MANSUR NAY is 
78. French spelling. 
79. French spelling. 
. "'-. . ,. ;:. 
80. Spelling taken from KONYA'DA MUSIKI (see GAZIMIHAL in bibl.). 
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a wooden hoop 15.7 inches (40 oms.) in diameter stretched 
across which is the hide of an animal. Five equidistant 
pairs of small cymbals, which sound when the drum is played a 
are to be found suspended in the hoop. L.ooking down from the 
top, the drum looks something like this: 
- a pair of cymbals 
----- the hide 
The MAZHAR is a frame drum which differs from the ~ only in 
that it lacks cymbals. It is used exclusively at the D~RV~ 
'. monasteries. The KUDUM is a kettle drum whose body is made of 
metal and whose skin is made of goat. It is struck with a 
stick which is held in one of the hands of the drummer. The 
drummer's other hand holds a second stick which is used to 
'I 
strike another .K.1JDUM. When the drum which is on the player's 
right is struck, the sound known as DVM is produced, but when, 
on the othe r band, the drum which is on the player's left is 
struck, the sound known as~ is produced. One finds that 
t his instrument is employed only in the ceremonies of the 
•• DERY~LER. The combination of a number of pairs of KUDUM 
and a number of NAY1AR is a particular favorite at the mon-
asteries of the MEVLEVfLER (the "whirling dervishes"). 
There is one iBstrument of the '.Eurks that belongs to the 
cymbal family. It is called the ZiL or HALiL.E81 • The 
diameter of this instrument is 11.8 inches (30 ems.). Like the 
81. Spelling from KONYA'DA MUSIKI (see GAZhll~L in bibl.). 
MAZHAR ana the h~DUM , it is played only at the DERVi~ 
monasteries. 
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There are five kinds of songs. They are the ~ARK!, 
. . 
the KA.NTO, the GAZEL, the jH1TE TELL! GAZEL. and the TURKti . 
The ~ARK! has already been discussed. The KANTO is not 
mentioned at all in the literature. The GAZEL is an un-
accompanied~song done in :free time. The type of poem which 
it uses is likewise known as a GAZEL. The poem consists of 
:from four to fifteen couplets with the following rhythm 
scheme: AA BA CA DA etc. The GAZEL (the poem) usually deals 
with some aspect of love though it may deal with the pleasures 
derived from wine, the changes of fortune, or the joys of 
spring . A curious thing about the various couplets of the 
poem is the fact that the.y are complete in themselves and 
cru1 be shifted around without char~ing the meaning of the 
whole. The ~IFTE TELLI GAZEL differs from the GAZEL only in 
the respect that it is accompanied by an orchestra which is 
. . 
executing the !l.§Jl1. of the ~IFTE TELLI. If nA", for example, 
is the final of the melody usually one of two things will 
be done: 
Melody 
Instrs. 
drum 
very f ast 
d lt;l: J J 1 J J ;J J J $ > J 
u=~ ;-;; ~ ~ ~ r r 1- ~:u 
or 
Even though the melody is _in free time, there still seems to 
be some sort of a coordination between the singer and the 
5. Of course, there may be an instrument which will play an 
introduction for the singer, which will play interludes for 
him ana which will end the piece. 
CHAPTER II 
The Music of the Coffee Houseal 
A. General Remarks. 
The music of the coffee houses is the third type2 of 
Ottoman Turkish urban music. It is extremely popular in the 
cities. Like the classical art, it employs modal melodies 
and USULLAR. However, the USULLAR which it uses are the 
simpler ones.3 
B. r:che Forms. 
The forms found in this type of music may be roughly 
classified as dances, songs, and instrumental pieces. 
. . 
There are three kinds of dances: the ~IFTE TELL! (the 
belly dance), the ZEYBEK, and the ~!LAMA. The first of 
as 
these has an accompaniment the following ~ whereas the 
16 J J J J J J J J $ s 4 
D T T D T D D T 
other two have 18 J J j J J J J J J j J 
D T T D T D T T D T T . ! J, l J, 
1. There is very little information available about this type 
of music. However, by examining the numerous recordings of 
it which are available in this country one can obtain some 
factual material. 
2. The first and second types are the music of the Bourgeois 
and Intelligent~ia, and the music of the DERVI~ Mon~steries. 
3. The USU~LAR w~ioh it uses for the most part are TURK AKSAGI 
( 5) , Dll.'VRI HIND~ ( 7) DUYEK ( 8) , .A.KSAK ( 9) , .AKS.AK S~'f' (10) , 
IFTE DUYEK (16), and three USULLAR which are not used in 
lassical music: 
SJ l J J J 16 d J J J c:J ol J J f.~ 
D T T f T D T T D T D D T 
4 ·T~ere are numerous variations of this 
18 J J J J J J J J J J J 
D T T D T D T T D T T 
US~L. + ~ + 
-
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orchestra. The TURK~ finally is a type of folk song much 
loved in the rural areas. 
There are four kinds of instrumental music. They are 
the TA.KSIM, the l?Ejlt.EV, the LONG.A, and the SAZ Sl!llUi, all 
taken from the FASIL. 
c. The Musical Instruments. 
As for the instruments of music, among the plucked lutes 
there are the UT and the LAVOUTA. The former instrument has 
already been described. The latter one resembles an UT in 
shape. It has, however, a neck which i s longer than the UT 
and a body which is less convex. The strings of the instru-
ment are tuned in the following way: 
~· 0 q bQ 
00 
This instrument, unlike the ~. has frets. When it is played, 
it can only produce the tones of the equal tempered scale. 
Among the bowed lutes there are the K.ElMAN and the 
~~yE · The first instrument has already been described. 
The second instrumant which literally means small violin is 
6 
tuned in the following way: ~'"' § 0 It is placed 
on the left lap with its strings away from the player. The 
bow is held in the right hand in such a way that the thumb 
is on top and the fingers are on the bottom. The sound of 
• I /' 6. Spell-i-ng taken from KONYA 1 DA MUSIKI (see GAZIMIHAL in 
bibl.). 
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the KMvuai %E is rather loud and harsh. 
The KANUN, which was previously described, is the only 
zither used in this music. 
A Among the reed instruments there are the K.LARINET and 
the ZURNA. The KL~ll~ET is the ~11ropean clarinet, while the 
ZUilllA is a shrill oboe which is only occasionally used in 
this music. 
-Among the drums there are the DEF, the DARBUKA , and 
the TRAMBUKA. The DEF has been described in the first chap-
ter. The DARBUKA is a hollow terra cotta vase mounted with 
skin. Its approximate shape is as follows: 
v---- skin 
The TBAMBUKA is probably another name for the DARBUKA. 
Other instruments which are used for the performance of 
this type of music are the !f&, the XAiiK, the KASTANYET, 
and the ClP.rABUS. Th~ZIL is a tiny cymbal which is attached to 
the thumb. Another one is attached to the first finger and 
the two are then struck together. The KASIK is a wooden j 
spoon which is held between t wo fingers. It is struck against 
an identical spoon held between another two fingers. The 
KASTANYET is probably the castanet. The ctiMBus is not 
mentioned in the literaturs. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In studting the music of the urban Turks , one con-
tinually encounters the terms 1~ and ~· These two 
terms refer to the two basic components of Turkish music, 
namely: melody and rhythm. A MAKAlvi, or mode, is a set of 
procedures that must be adhered to in writing a melody. 
These procedures deal with such things as: how must the 
melody begin, on what notes may it pause, how must it end, 
what scales may it use, how high may it rise, how low may it 
fall, what note must it stress, and where shall it go. An 
USUL, on the other handJis a periodically recurring set of 
simultaneous patterns to be played on th.e drum. The set con-
sists of a duration pattern, a sound pattern and an accent 
pattern. Here , for example is the.~ known as AKBAK: 
d.uration pattern - 9 d J J J d J - drum strokes 4 
sound pattern DUM TE KE DUM ~ Tlm: - drum strokes 
accent pattern ~ ~ J, ~ - drum strokes 
The Turkish composer must keep in mind at all times that his 
music is to be accompanied by a drum executing one of these 
USULL.AR (plural of USUL), that is, he must not write a melody 
which constantly goes against his prescribed ~· 
Harmony in a triadic sense plays no part in Turkish 
music. However, one can observe that an instrumental basso 
93 
ostinato (involving 2 tones) is sometimes used as an accom-
paniment to solo singing. In principle this means that a 
modal composition can be accompanied by a drone. Attempts 
at harmonizing Turkish music along triadic lines can not be 
successful because of the fact that triadic harmonization 
implies changing roots while a drone does not. A melody that 
was conceived with a drone in mind would be completely changed 
in character if it were accompanied by functional harmony. 
Much research has yet to be done in the area of Turkish 
urban music. A detailed study of each of the MAKAMAT (plural 
'V 
of MAXAM) must be made. The terms; MAKtM, 'AWAZ, SU 1 4B, and 
TARAKIB have to be defined and differentiated. These last 
three terms are to be found grouped together with the MAKAM 
in the mediaeval musical treatises. The accent pattern of 
each USUL must be obtained. The relationship which exists 
between the USULLAR and the poetic metres has to be uncovered. 
The musioal forms must be gone into in greater detail: the 
nature of the ostinato accompaniment bas to be worked out. 
After all this is done, a historical study of the composers 
and their changing styles will still be necessary. 
of -t\i.:s 
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